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Zusammenfassung
Im Standardmodell der Teilchenphysik ist die Kopplung aller drei Leptonfamilien an den
schwachen Strom gleich stark. Die besten Messungen der Leptonuniversalität in W±-Zer-
fällen stammen von den vier Experimenten am Large Electon-Positron Collider (LEP). Ver-
gleicht man die Kopplungen von Myonen und Tau-Leptonen an den schwachen geladenen
Strom, so ergibt sich zwischen der Vorhersage des Standardmodells und der LEP-Messung
eine Diskrepanz von fast drei Standardabweichungen. Dieser Effekt kann durch theoretische
Modelle beschrieben werden, die neue physikalische Prozesse jenseits des Standardmodells
vorhersagen, sofern es sich nicht um eine statistische Fluktuation handelt.
Der Large Hadron Collider (LHC) am Europäischen Zentrum für Teilchenphysik (CERN)
bietet hervorragende Möglichkeiten, die geladenen Eichbosonen der schwachen Wechsel-
wirkung zu studieren. Die erwarteten Ereignisraten und Kollisionsenergien übertreffen alle
bisherigen Beschleunigerexperimente. Diese Arbeit legt eine Analyse zur Untersuchung von
Leptonuniversalität mit dem Compact Muon Solenoid Experiment (CMS) am LHC vor. Die
Analyse beschränkt sich auf die Zerfälle von W±-Bosonen in Leptonen der zweiten und
dritten Generation. Zu diesem Zweck werden simulierte Proton-Proton-Kollisionen unter-
sucht.
Am LHC ist die Identifizierung und Rekonstruktion von Tau-Leptonen eine komplexe Auf-
gabe. Häufig ist die erreichbare Auflösung des Tau-Impulses durch die Verwendung einer
kollinearen Näherung begrenzt. Eine kinematische Anpassung spezifischer Tau-Zerfälle
kann die Auflösung verbessern und eine effiziente Untergrundunterdrückung ermöglichen.
In dieser Arbeit wird die Rekonstruktion von Tau-Leptonen im Zerfall τ → 3pi±+ ντ anhand
von kinematischen Zerfallseigenschaften entwickelt. Dieser Ansatz ist nicht auf die Analyse
von Leptonuniversalität begrenzt, sondern kann in einer Vielzahl von Physikanalysen und
für eines breites Energiespektrum der Tau-Leptonen verwendet werden.
Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Ereignistopologie von leptonischen W±-Zerfällen, anhand derer
zwei Selektionen für W± → τν- und W± → µν-Zerfälle entwickelt werden. Die Selektion
der W± → τν-Zerfälle setzt dabei die kinematische Rekonstruktion der Tau-Leptonen ein.
Es wird eine Online-Selektion vorgestellt, die unabhängig vom leptonischen Endzustand
verwendet werden kann. Die anschließende Ereignisselektion der W±-Zerfälle geschieht
mit Hilfe zerfallsspezifischer Ereignisvariablen. Diese Selektionskriterien werden detailliert
vorgestellt. Ihr Effekt auf das Signal und auf Untergrundprozesse wird studiert. Die so
erhaltenen Effizienzen und Reinheiten werden als Eingangsgrößen für die Untersuchung der
Leptonuniversalität verwendet. Statistische und systematische Effekte werden diskutiert.
Die Sensitivität des CMS-Experiments auf die Untersuchung von Leptonuniversalität wird
für ein Szenario mit abgeschätzten systematischen Unsicherheiten angegeben.
iii

Abstract
The Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) postulates the universal coupling of the three
lepton families to the weak current. The most precise measurement of lepton universality in
W± decays comes from the four experiments at the Large Electon-Positron Collider (LEP). If
one compares the couplings of muons and tau leptons to the charged weak current, there is a
discrepancy of nearly three standard deviations w.r.t. the SM expectation. There are models
beyond the SM, which could explain the violation of lepton universality with new physics
processes, if it is more than a statistical fluctuation.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) offers a great opportunity to study decays of the charged-
weak gauge bosons at very high event rates and at unmatched collision energies. This thesis
presents an analysis strategy to test lepton universality with the Compact Muon Solenoid ex-
periment (CMS) at the LHC. The analysis focusses on the decays of the W± boson to particles
of the second and third lepton family. For this purpose detector-simulated proton-proton
events are used.
The identification and reconstruction of tau leptons is a difficult task at the LHC. The recon-
struction is often restricted by the limited precision of the commonly used collinear approxi-
mation. The application of a kinematic fit to particular tau-decay modes can improve the ex-
perimental resolution and provides an efficient background suppression. The development
of such a fit with kinematic constraints derived from the topology of the decay τ → 3pi±+ ντ
is described. The kinematic fit of tau leptons is not limited to the test for lepton universal-
ity, but can be deployed by various physics analyses in a broad energy range of the tau
leptons.
The event topology of W± decays with leptonic final states is studied. Two event selections
are developed: one for the W± → τν and one for the W± → µν decay. A common online
selection is proposed, which is independent of the leptonic final state of the W± bosons.
The selection of W± → τν events uses the developed kinematic fit of tau leptons. The
selection of W±-boson decays is done by a set of requirements on decay-specific event char-
acteristics. Each of these criteria is introduced, and its impact on the selection of signal and
background processes is reviewed. The efficiencies and purities are derived, and statistical
and systematic uncertainties are discussed. The sensitivity of CMS to lepton universality is
estimated.
v
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1. Introduction
Particle physics deals with the properties and the interactions of elementary (anti-)matter
particles. In the second half of the 20th century, the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM)
was developed. The SM is a well-tested physics theory, which explains many experimen-
tal results in particle physics and precisely predicted a wide variety of phenomena. This
Chapter gives a brief overview over the SM and the implied concept of lepton universality.
The current experimental results on lepton universality are presented. A selection of models
beyond the SM, which break lepton universality, is introduced. Prospects for an analysis of
lepton universality at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are discussed. More information on
the LHC is given in Chapter 2.
In this thesis natural units are used to describe and calculate properties of elementary parti-
cles. The reduced Planck constant h¯, the speed of light c, and the Boltzmann constant kB are
set to
h¯ = c = kB = 1 .
All expressions of physical quantities can be expressed in terms of electron-volts (eV):
[energy] = [momentum] = [mass] = [time]−1 = [length]−1 = eV .
In order to distinguish between energies, momenta, and masses, numerical values and axis
labels are given without setting c = 1. Physical quantities can be converted between natural
units and the International System of Units (SI) by relations like:
h¯ c = 197.33 MeV fm .
1.1. The Standard Model of Particle Physics
The SM is a gauge theory and describes electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions of
fundamental particles [1]. It is extensively described in many publications. For further ref-
erence see for example [2, 3]. The particle content of the SM comprises point-like massive
particles with spin 1/2, known as leptons and quarks, which are organized in three fami-
lies: [
νe u
e− d′
]
,
[
νµ c
µ− s′
]
,
[
ντ t
τ− b′
]
, (1.1)
with
[
νl qu
l− qd
]
≡
(
νl
l−
)
L
,
(
qu
qd
)
L
, l−R , qu,R, qd,R . (1.2)
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Figure 1.1.: Interactions between particles described by the Standard Model of Particle
Physics. Wavy lines represent the electromagnetic interaction. Dashed lines illustrate
the weak couplings. The strong force is symbolized by curly arcs. The interactions of
the Higgs field are shown by solid lines.
In addition, each particle has a corresponding anti-particle with opposite charge-like quan-
tum numbers. The three particle families in (1.1) have identical properties, besides their
mass and their flavor quantum number. Quarks and leptons differ in their electric and color-
charge. Leptons carry integer electric charge and no color, whereas quarks have non-integer
electric charge and carry color. The color charge has three degrees of freedom: red, blue, and
green. Antiparticles carry the corresponding anti-colors. The indices L, R in (1.2) denote the
chirality of the particle.
The third particle family includes the tau lepton. It was discovered by Martin Perl at SLAC
in 1976 [4] and was the first particle of the third generation. This thesis focusses on physics
processes involving tau leptons. Its properties and decay channels are separately described
in Chapter 4.
The interactions between SM particles, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, are mediated via gauge
bosons with spin 1. The electromagnetic interaction is described by the exchange of mass-
less photons γ. The weak force is realized by three massive gauge bosons: the charged
W± bosons and the neutral Z0 boson. The electromagnetic force has an unlimited range and
couples to leptons, quarks, and W± bosons. The Z0 and W± bosons were discovered by the
UA1 and UA2 experiment at CERN in 1983 [5, 6]. Due to their mass, weak gauge bosons
have a short-range coupling to leptons and quarks. In addition, they can interact with each
other. The weak interaction has the exclusive capability of changing flavor. Furthermore,
it maximally violates the parity-symmetry: it exclusively acts on left-handed particles. The
current measurements of the gauge-boson masses and the total decay widths are given in
Table 1.1. In the SM the electromagnetic and the weak force are unified to the electroweak
force [7–9]. The unified theory is described by the gauge symmetry group SU(2)L ×U(1)Y.
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Table 1.1.: Z0 and W± masses and total decay widths. Data are taken from [3].
gauge boson mass in GeV/c2 decay width in GeV
Z0 91.1876± 0.0021 2.4952± 0.0023
W± 80.399± 0.023 2.085± 0.042
The indices L, Y represent the weak isospin and the weak hypercharge.
The different masses of the electroweak gauge bosons Z0, W±, and γ, and the resulting
spontaneous symmetry breaking can be explained by the Higgs mechanism [10]. A massive
scalar Higgs boson H0 is introduced. It couples to the electroweak gauge bosons and the
fermions according to their masses. Photons remain massless. The Higgs boson is not yet
discovered by experiments. Its mass is a free parameter of the SM.
The strong interaction of particles is limited to quarks. It is based on quantum chromo dy-
namics and is described by a SU(3)C gauge group. The index C stands for the color-charge.
The strong force is mediated via eight massless gauge bosons, the gluons g. They are elec-
trically neutral and carry color-charge in form of a pair of a color and an anti-color. Gluons
couple only to quarks and to themselves (see Figure 1.1).
If one combines the gauge groups of the electroweak and the strong interaction, the SM can
be described by the combined gauge symmetry group
SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y .
1.2. Lepton Universality
In the SM the couplings of the three lepton families to the W± and Z0 bosons are identical.
This feature is a direct consequence of the underlying gauge symmetry of weak interac-
tions [11, 12]. Lepton universality can be tested in charged and neutral weak interactions.
The LEP experiments [13] measured the neutral weak coupling via leptonic final states of
Z0-boson decays and found no deviation from the SM expectation [14]. For charged weak
interactions one can classify the experimental measurements according to the momentum
transfer carried by the intermediate W± boson. For small momentum transfers w.r.t. the
W± mass, lepton universality is verified for several physics processes. CLEO, LEP, BaBar,
and Belle precisely measured the charged weak current in leptonic tau decays [15–17]. In
addition, the B-factories studied Υ(1S) decays with lepton pairs in the final state [18]. The
NA62 experiment at CERN confirmed lepton universality in kaon decays [19].
For large momentum transfers we study the leptonic decay of the W+ boson. One should
note that the calculations in this Section are also valid for the charge-conjugated W− boson.
According to [20] the partial decay width of the W+ boson at tree level is
Γ(W+ → l+νl) = M
3
W GF
6
√
2pi
(1+ δml) (1.3)
with δml = 1−
(
1− m
2
l
M2W
)2(
1+
m2l
2 M2W
)
. (1.4)
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Table 1.2.: Measured Leptonic branching ratios of W± bosons. Values are taken from [3].
decay branching ratio
W+ → e+νe (10.75± 0.13)× 10−2
W+ → µ+νµ (10.57± 0.15)× 10−2
W+ → τ+ντ (11.25± 0.20)× 10−2
The index l corresponds to the three lepton families e, µ, and τ. The reduction of phase
space due to the finite lepton masses is described by δml . Neutrino masses are negligible.
MW corresponds to the W± mass. The Fermi constant GF is related to the weak coupling g
by
GF :=
√
2 g2
8 M2W
. (1.5)
The lepton masses are small in comparison to the W± mass. The mass correction δml in
(1.4) has only a minor influence on (1.3). The largest correction arises for tau leptons and is
δmτ = O
(
10−4
)
. In the following calculations leptons are therefore assumed to be massless.
According to [21] the contributions from higher-order corrections to the partial decay width
of the W+ boson are nearly flavor independent and amount to approximately 3 × 10−3.
These effects are also neglected in the following discussions.
In the SM the weak coupling g is independent of the lepton family. To study this feature, we
assume specific weak couplings gl for each of the three lepton families. Inserting (1.5) into
(1.3) gives the dependency of the partial decay width on the weak coupling:
Γ(W+ → l+νl) = MW48pi g
2
l . (1.6)
The partial decay width Γ(W+ → l+νl) is related to its branching fraction via
B(W+ → l+νl) = Γ(W+ → l+νl)/Γ(W+ → X) . (1.7)
With (1.6) and (1.7) the weak couplings for the decays W+ → l+νl can be expressed in the
ratios
Rlilk :=
gli
glk
=
√
B(W+ → li+νli)
B(W+ → lk+νlk) . (1.8)
The current experimental values for the branching rations of the W+ boson can be found
in [3]. They come from measurements of the four LEP experiments at center-of-mass energies
of 161− 209 GeV [22–25]. As indicated in [26], the results are combined by the Particle Data
Group and are listed in Table 1.2. Inserting these branching ratios into (1.8) gives
Rµe = 0.992± 0.009
Rτe = 1.023± 0.011
Rτµ = 1.032± 0.012 . (1.9)
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The weak-coupling ratio for muons and electrons is compatible with the SM expectation
for lepton universality RSM = 1. In case of tau leptons the coupling ratios Rτe and Rτµ
show a deviation of στe ≈ 2.1 and στµ ≈ 2.7, respectively. In contrast to the LEP results,
the Tevatron [27] measurements of the coupling ratios at a center-of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV
and 1.96 TeV agree with the SM prediction [28–30]:
Rµe = 0.991± 0.012
Rτe = 0.980± 0.031 .
There are models beyond the SM, which could explain the discrepancy between the cou-
pling ratio Rµe and the ratios involving tau leptons. In [31] a gauge extension of the SM is
presented. Lepton universality within the SM is assumed to derive from approximate and
accidental symmetries in analogy with flavor SU(2) and SU(3). For this reason the model
features non-universality among the lepton generations. It can explain the observed devia-
tions in W± decays, but is still compatible with the measured results for Z0 decays.
Light charged Higgs bosons in minimal supersymmetric models [32, 33] are another ap-
proach to explain lepton non-universality in W± decays at LEP. The mass of the charged
Higgs is assumed to be close to the W± mass. At LEP W± bosons are predominantly
produced in pairs, whereas Drell-Yan processes [34] lead to the main production of single
W± bosons at the Tevatron. In the discussed two Higgs doublet model, the pair production
of light charged Higgs bosons, which mainly couple to tau leptons, could explain the devi-
ation of Rτe and Rτµ with respect to Rµe . For the single-W± production at the Tevatron, the
effect of the charged Higgs is small and does not cause a measurable deviation from lepton
universality.
The concept of extra dimensions can also lead to the violation of lepton universality in elec-
troweak processes involving W±- and Z0-boson interactions [35–37]. This effect might derive
from an intergenerational neutrino-mass splitting and mixing in large extra dimensions. In
addition, fermions of the SM might be located at separated points in the extra dimensions.
This might modify the couplings to the charged weak current and provoke a loss of lepton
universality.
At the LHC there are various motivations for a study of lepton universality in the charged
weak interaction: The cross section of W± bosons is larger w.r.t. the Tevatron, the center-
of-mass energy is higher, and the recorded integrated luminosity will quickly exceed the
amount of Tevatron data. This results in a massive production of high-energetic W± bosons
at the LHC. According to the cross-section calculations in Appendix A, the LHC is expected
to produce up to O(1010) W± bosons per year. The SM prediction for lepton universality
can be tested in a new energy regime. Obvious deviations from the SM would give hints to
the existence of physics processes beyond the SM.

2. The Large Hadron Collider and the CMS
Experiment
The European Organization for Particle Physics (CERN) operates the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). The LHC is located in the vicinity of Geneva in Switzerland and France, about 100 m
below the ground. The collider was designed to accelerate protons up to energies of 7 TeV,
which results in a collision energy of up to
√
s = 14 TeV. The machine is also capable of
accelerating and colliding heavy ions like lead ions and iron ions up to energies of 2.7 TeV/A.
On 23 November 2009, the LHC simultaneously circulated two proton beams and produced
proton-proton collisions for the first time.
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is one of the four main experiments at the LHC. The
construction and installation of the detector took more than ten years and was finished in
September 2008. Since then CMS is fully operational. The collaboration, which built and
now operates the CMS detector, consists of approximately 3600 people from 38 countries all
over the world.
2.1. The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC consists of a very large storage ring, which was installed in the tunnel of the for-
mer Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) [13]. The circumference of the machine is ap-
proximately 27 km. The LHC can accelerate protons from energies of 450 GeV up to 7 TeV.
The protons are produced at the source of a linear accelerator (LINAC 2). They pass through
three more accelerators before they are injected into the LHC. The CERN accelerator com-
plex is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The protons leave the LINAC 2 with an energy of 50 MeV.
They are accelerated to 1.4 GeV by the PS BOOSTER, which precedes the Proton Synchrotron
(PS). The PS raises the energy of the protons to 25 GeV and injects them into the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS). Here, the proton energy is finally increased to 450 GeV.
The LHC hosts four large-scale experiments. ATLAS [39] and CMS [40] are multi-purpose
detectors. They are capable of reconstructing a very broad range of particle interactions and
thus enable studies of many topics in high energy physics. The two additional experiments
LHCb [41] and ALICE [42] are dedicated to more specific research subjects. LHCb is special-
ized in B physics and, among other things, studies CP violating processes. ALICE studies
heavy ion collisions and the occurrence of the quark-gluon plasma. While ATLAS and CMS
are constructed for the LHC design luminosity L = 1034 cm−2 s−1, LHCb and ALICE are
operated at lower luminosities of LLHCb = 1032 cm−2 s−1 and LALICE = 1027 cm−2 s−1, re-
spectively.
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Figure 2.1.: The CERN accelerator complex [38].
Inside the LHC tunnel two particle beams are accelerated in opposite directions within sep-
arate beam pipes. These two tubes are kept at ultrahigh vacuum. With the help of 1232 su-
perconducting dipole magnets the protons or heavy ions are guided around the accelerator.
These magnets are cooled by superfluid helium and can create a magnetic field strength of
up to 8.33 Tesla. In four underground caverns both beam pipes are joined, and the particle
beams are brought to collision.
During the proton-proton mode the LHC is filled with two times 2808 proton bunches with
a bunch spacing of 25 ns. Each of these bunches consists of 1011 protons. At high luminosity
one expects to observe up to 25 proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing. This leads
to a total interaction rate of up to 109 Hz. The production rate of a specific physics process
Nevent depends on its cross section σevent and the instantaneous luminosity L of the LHC:
Nevent = L · σevent .
The total cross section at the LHC is approximately 100 mb. Figure 2.2 shows the inclusive
proton-(anti)proton cross sections σ for various basic physics processes and their expected
production rates for the nominal LHC luminosity. Depending on the effective runtime of the
accelerator, the LHC is expected to deliver an integrated luminosity of several inverse fem-
tobarns during the low luminosity phase Llow = 2× 1033 cm−2 s−1. At the high luminosity
mode of operation, the LHC is able to produce an integrated luminosity of 100 – 300 fb−1
per year [43]. The total runtime of the LHC is scheduled to at least ten years. There are al-
ready plans to upgrade the LHC to even higher luminosities afterwards. The instantaneous
luminosity can be increased by 1 order of magnitude to L = 1035 cm−2 s−1 [44].
By the end of March 2010, the LHC started colliding protons at a total energy of
√
s = 7 TeV.
Seven months later, in October, an instantaneous Luminosity L = 2 × 1032 cm−2 s−1 was
reached. In this setup a 150 ns bunch spacing scheme was used with a total of 368 bunches
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Figure 2.2.: Proton-(anti)proton cross section σ for basic physics processes. The ordinate
on the right shows the corresponding event rates at the nominal LHC luminosity [45].
per beam. In November, the LHC was switched to the acceleration of lead ions. After one
month of successful running, the machine was stopped for its scheduled technical mainte-
nance. The collider will start operating again with protons in February 2011. The physics
runs will continue throughout the whole year. The 7 TeV proton run in 2010 resulted in
a recorded luminosity for ATLAS and CMS of 45.0 pb−1 and 43.17 pb−1, respectively. The
development of the delivered proton-proton collisions at the CMS experiment is shown in
Figure 2.3.
2.2. The Compact Muon Solenoid
The CMS detector has a cylindrically symmetrical design. Its axis of symmetry is defined by
the LHC beam pipe. The outer dimensions of CMS are given by its total length L = 21.6 m
and its radius R = 7.3 m. The total mass of the detector is 12500 t. CMS consists of vari-
ous detector sub-systems, which are positioned in concentric layers around the interaction
point. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate the profile of the CMS detector in two different views.
The planes are chosen with respect to the CMS coordinate system. Its origin is centered at
the nominal collision point, the x-axis is pointing radially towards the center of the LHC,
the y-axis points vertically upwards, and the z-axis is in parallel with the beam pipe. The
azimuthal angle φ and the polar angle θ are defined such that φ is measured from the x-axis
in the x-y plane and θ is measured, perpendicular to φ, w.r.t. the z-axis. The range of these
angles is −pi < φ ≤ pi and 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi, respectively.
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Figure 2.3.: Total integrated luminosity of the LHC’s proton-proton run in 2010 at 7 TeV
collision energy at the CMS experiment. The delivered luminosity by the LHC (solid), as
well as the recorded luminosity by CMS (dashed) is shown. The data are taken from [46].
In the ideal case the complete solid angle Ω = 4pi is covered by active detector components
to measure as many collision products as possible. Obviously, this cannot be realized as the
beam pipe has a macroscopic diameter of several centimeters. Furthermore, the dimension
of the beam pipe defines the minimal transverse distance of the first detector layer. The
acceptance region of a (sub-)detector can be characterized by the pseudorapidity η. This
spatial coordinate describes the angle of a particle relative to the beam axis. It is defined
as
η := − ln tan θ/2 .
The CMS detector contains a large superconducting solenoid, cooled by liquid helium [47].
The solenoid has a length of 12.9 m, an inner bore of 5.9 m, and generates a magnetic field
of 3.8 Tesla. The iron support structure, which holds all CMS sub-detectors and the solenoid,
is used as a return yoke for the magnetic field. Therefore, the entire CMS detector is pene-
trated by the solenoidal magnetic field. The trajectories of charged particles are bent by this
magnetic field. The curvature separates charged particles spatially and enables the measure-
ment of their momenta. The magnetic field is strong enough to permit the determination of
particle momenta up to O(TeV/c) [48].
The inner tracker is the sub-system, which is closest to the interaction point and thus repre-
sents the first layer of the CMS detector [49]. The active part of the inner tracker is excusively
silicon. Within a radius of 4 cm < r < 11 cm there are three silicon layers in the barrel region,
which are segmented in small rectangular pixels. The size of each pixel is 100 µm× 150 µm.
In the range of 20 cm < r < 110 cm there are silicon microstrip sensors. Depending on
the transverse distance to the beam pipe, the minimum cell size is either 10 cm × 80 µm
or 25 cm× 180 µm. In total, there are ten layers of silicon strip detectores in the barrel region
of the inner tracker. The forward region of the inner tracker is covered by endcaps on both
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Figure 2.4.: Profile of the CMS detector in the r-z plane.
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Figure 2.5.: Profile of the CMS detector in the r-φ plane.
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sides of the barrel. There are two pixel endcaps, each consisting of two layers. Then there
are nine layers of microstrip detectors arranged behind the pixel endcaps. The silicon pixels
and microstrips in each layer of the inner tracker are grouped in modules. The geometry is
such that all layers form concentric shells around the collision point. The cumulated active
area is approximately 1 m2 for the pixel and 200 m2 for the strip detectors. In total, the inner
tracker consists of 66 million pixels and 9.6 million strips. The pixel detector covers a range
of |η| < 2.4. The coverage of the strip detector is slightly larger (|η| < 2.5).
The primary task of the tracker is the precise reconstruction of flight trajectories and mo-
menta of charged particles. The spatial resolution of the silicon pixel detector is measured
to 10 µm in the r-φ plane and approximately 20 µm for the measurement of the z coordinate,
sufficient to reconstruct decay vertices with a high precision [48, 50]. This resolution is espe-
cially crucial for the identification and reconstruction of tau leptons. Due to their relatively
long mean lifetime, these particles often decay at a displaced vertex w.r.t. their production
point (see Section 4.1.1). The reconstruction of the decay vertex is one of the main require-
ments for the precise identification of tau leptons, which is described in Chapter 4.
The single-point resolution of the silicon strip detector depends on the length of the strips
in each layer. It varies from 23 µm to 52 µm in the r-φ plane. The performance of the CMS
tracker is illustrated in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for muons and charged pions. The resolution
of the transverse momentum and the impact parameter as well as the global track recon-
struction efficiency are shown for different transverse particle momenta as functions of the
pseudorapidity.
The inner tracker is enclosed by two calorimetry layers. Within a radius of 129 cm < r <
175 cm the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is installed [51]. The ECAL consists of ap-
proximately 80000 scintillating crystals. They are made of lead tungstate (PbWO4), which
has a short radiation length of X0 = 0.89 cm. The ECAL covers a pseudorapidity range
of |η| < 3.0. In this layer of the CMS detector, the energy of electrons and photons is mea-
sured with high accuracy. Due to the high granularity of the ECAL, the position of the
deposited energy can be used to improve the reconstruction of the particle’s flight direction.
The second calorimetry layer is a hadron calorimeter (HCAL) [52]. It is installed in a range
of 181 cm < r < 286 cm and covers a region of |η| < 5.0. For |η| < 3.0 the HCAL is built as a
sandwich structure of brass and plastic scintillators. In the forward sections (3.0 < |η| < 5.0)
a combination of steel absorbers and quartz fibers is deployed.
The inner tracker, the ECAL, and the HCAL are located within the CMS solenoid. Muons are
minimum ionizing particles and thus can pass through the inner tracker and the calorimeters
without loosing too much energy. Therefore, the muon system [53] is the only detector layer,
which is placed around the outside of the CMS solenoid. Up to a radius of r < 738 cm
the iron return yoke is interlaced with three different detector technologies. In the barrel
region (|η| < 1.2) drift tube chambers and resistive plate chambers are used. In the two
endcaps (|η| < 2.4) cathode strip chambers replace the drift tubes. The CMS muon system
has an active detection area of approximately 25000 m2.
The muon system measures the muon momentum through the curvature of the trajectory.
The resolution can be improved with the information of the inner tracker. For muons with
high momenta pµ = O(1 TeV/c) the relative resolution is ∆pµ/pµ ≈ 10 %. However, the
resolution for pµ = O(100 GeV/c) is significantly better with ∆pµ/pµ ≈ 1 %.
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Figure 2.6.: Resolution of track parameters for single muons with transverse momenta
of 1, 10, and 100 GeV/c [48].
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Figure 2.8.: Data flow in the CMS Trigger/DAQ system. The High-Level Trigger pro-
vides all filtering after the Level-1 decision (based on [54]).
Due to thermal expansion and magnetic forces, the CMS sub-detectors can be displaced
to a certain extent. This effect is called misalignment and influences the resolution of the
whole experiment. To cope with the misalignment, the CMS detector has hardware-based
alignment systems. In addition, the misalignment is corrected from the reconstruction of
particle trajectories.
2.2.1. Trigger System and Data Aquisition
As described in Section 2.1, the LHC produces 4× 107 proton-bunch crossings per second
at its nominal luminosity. This rate exceeds the bandwidth of the CMS data acquisition
system by several orders of magnitude. The CMS experiment operates a two-stage trigger
system [54]. It reduces the data rate to roughly 300 Hz. Figure 2.8 illustrates the data flow in
the CMS Trigger and Data Aquisition System (DAQ).
The first stage is the hardware-based Level-1 Trigger [45]. It is made of custom radiation-
hard signal processors, which are placed in close vicinity to the CMS sub-detectors. The
system is divided into several sub-systems, like the calorimeters and the muon system. This
segmentation allows for flexible trigger settings. For each bunch crossing the data of the
sub-detectors is stored in buffers. The Level-1 Trigger immediately performs a fast recon-
struction of simple event signatures, like muons and high-energy jets, and produces a trigger
decision. This takes only a few micro-seconds. The Level-1 Trigger reduces the event rate
to 100 kHz.
The second layer of the trigger system is the High Level Trigger (HLT). The HLT is a com-
puter cluster with approximately 2000 ordinary CPU cores. The CPUs are connected to
the readout buffers via a very fast network connection. The HLT reduces the event rate
to 300 Hz. Since the incoming event rate is much lower as for the Level-1 Trigger, the HLT
can spent more time on each event (approximately 40 ms per CPU). The HLT combines the
data of various sub-detectors. Higher-level objects, like electrons or tau leptons, are recon-
structed and incorporated into the trigger decision. Approximately 100 different HLT paths
are evaluated for each event [55].
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The output of the HLT depends on the trigger setup. As the decision of the HLT is purely
based on software, it can be adapted to the actual mode of operation of the LHC and to the
needs of the CMS physics groups. Chapter 5 gives more details on the trigger menu and the
selected trigger paths.
The events, which pass the HLT, are stored at the CERN computing centre. The so-called
RAW data format requires approximately 1.5 MB per event. For a typical year of CMS data
taking, the total amount of stored data sums up to several thousand terabytes. To provide
efficient access to the data, CMS deploys an advanced computing model [56]. According
to this model, the RAW data size is reduced up to a factor of 30. In a first step, particle
tracks, jets, and leptons are reconstructed (see Section 3.4). These basic objects are stored in
combination with a selection of relevant detector hits. This reduced data format suits most
physics analyses.

3. Event Simulation and Reconstruction
This thesis is based on simulated proton-proton events of the CMS experiment. The produc-
tion of these events is done in three steps. First of all, an event generator is used to create
the events (Section 3.2). Afterwards, the generated events are processed by the CMS de-
tector simulation (Section 3.3). In a final step reconstruction algorithms are applied to the
events (Section 3.4). The last step is the same for simulated and real events. The output of
the event-reconstruction chain is identical in both cases. This allows for the development of
analyses, which are able to run on both simulated and real events.
An useful feature of a simulated event is the availability of the generated proton-proton col-
lision. The event generator simulates the measurement of a perfect particle detector. The
given particle momenta and energies are exact within the accuracy of calculation. This is
why generated events are often referred to as "the truth". Generated events are especially
useful for studying event topologies and kinematics of physics processes as all particle infor-
mation is fully accessible. In order to calculate the performance of reconstruction algorithms,
event selections, et cetera, one can compare reconstructed objects with the corresponding in-
formation from the generated proton-proton collision. In addition, the detector acceptance
can be studied in detail.
Appendix A lists the simulated datasets, which are used in Chapter 5. The cross sections of
the generated physics processes are derived.
3.1. Technical Implementation
The production of simulated proton-proton collisions, the event reconstruction, and the
physics analyses are implemented in the CMS software framework (CMSSW). The frame-
work is written in the C++ programming language. CMSSW has a high degree of modular-
ity and provides a large number of functions. It is maintained and constantly extended by
the CMS collaboration. Unless otherwise mentioned, CMSSW_3_6_2 is used in this thesis.
CMSSW stores and handles events in a tree structure. A branch represents the output of a
sub-detector or a specific event characteristic. They include, for example, hits of the inner
tracker or the muon systems, reconstructed particle tracks and vertices, and complex objects
like electrons and tau leptons. These data containers are filled for every event. A dataset,
either simulated or real, consists of a collection of events, referred to as the event stream,
and meta information. The latter describes the experiment’s status in form of sub-detector
conditions, alignment scenarios, and so on.
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Figure 3.1.: Infrastructure of the WLCG. The computing centers are distributed among
three tiers. The tier-0 at CERN and the tier-1 centers are interconnected via dedicated
network links. Each tier-2 center is associated to one tier-1 center. The tier-2 centers are
linked via peer-to-peer connections with each other.
The CMS event model is based on the ROOT framework [57]. ROOT is an object-oriented
software framework designed for high energy physics. It offers flexible and efficient meth-
ods to store data in tree structures. ROOT provides useful C++ classes like four-vectors and
matrices, including methods for common operations, as well as methods for statistical data
analyses.
The modular design of CMSSW allows to construct flexible and complex workflows. For
the different tasks in the data reconstruction there are self-contained framework modules
available. They incorporate algorithms for the identification of particles, the measurement
of jets, the reconstruction of particle-decay vertices, and others. The modules process data
from the event stream and optionally add their output to it. The individual modules are
executed in a user-definable sequence. This sequence does not need to be linear but can
be nested as well. Physics analyses are created in the same way. Framework modules are
written for specific tasks, and a workflow defines their sequence of execution.
Another key feature of CMSSW is the ability to parallelize the event processing. Physics
analyses and the official event reconstruction can be spread on an arbitrary number of pro-
cessors. The proton-proton collisions are independent of each other. The input dataset may
be split into subsets, which are processed by different CPUs. The output can be merged
afterwards.
The CMS computing model, already mentioned in Section 2.2.1, is built on the resources of
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the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [58] to cope with the tremendous demand
for computing power and data storage. The main idea of grid computing is the distribution
of resources over many computing centers [59]. Maintenance tasks are shared by many
institutions, and the redundancy of the overall system is enhanced. A central load-balancing
system ensures an optimal utilization of the resources. The grid sites are interconnected via
high-performance network links. At present, the WLCG consists of nearly 600 sites around
the globe. It provides approximately 440000 logical processors and about 400 petabytes of
data storage [60]. Figure 3.1 illustrates the distributed three-tiered model of the WLCG.
The data, which are recorded by CMS, are stored at least twice at different WLCG sites to
avoid data loss. The official data reconstruction and event simulation is done at several large
grid sites (tier-0 and tier-1). The resulting datasets are distributed among a multitude of com-
puting centers (tier-2). The users have transparent access to the different computing clusters.
This virtualization of resources is managed by a software system called middleware. Users
interact with the WLCG exclusively through the middleware. The underlying grid structure
is not of importance to them.
3.2. Event Generation
At the center-of-mass energies of the LHC, a proton-proton collision can produce several
hundred particles. The large number of particles derives mainly from hadronization. The
modeling of those collision events with software programs is a demanding and complex
task. The idea is to simulate an ideal particle detector, which records proton-proton events.
This hypothetical detector has an infinitely precise resolution, covers the full solid angle, and
is able to measure all particles.
Due to the high complexity of a proton-proton collision, event generators divide the process
into several steps. Well understood processes, which mostly consist of particle interactions
with a small number of constituents, are calculated, and their results are joined afterwards.
This approach is limited by the knowledge of the underlying physics processes. To generate
events, which are comparable to real collisions, fluctuations need to be taken into account.
This is done with the help of Monte Carlo methods, which distribute variables according to
their probability density functions. Throughout this work the general-purpose event gener-
ator PYTHIA 6.4 [61] is used.
PYTHIA allows for detailed simulations of proton-proton collisions. It is configured by the
user. The center-of-mass energy can be set. Fragmentation and structure functions are user-
definable. Parameters of the particles, like the masses of the electroweak vector bosons Z0
and W±, can be modified. The user may also change the branching ratios of the implemented
particle decays and may switch specific decay modes on and off. The output of PYTHIA is
stored in the HEPMC format [62], which is used by various event generators.
Besides the selected physics processes, PYTHIA simulates the interaction of the proton rem-
nants, which are not primarily involved in the hard collision. In addition, there can be more
than one hard scattering event within a proton bunch crossing at the LHC. This effect is
called pile-up and is already present a low luminosities L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1. Pile-up
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events are caused by the high proton density of the beam as well as the small bunch spac-
ing. Within the limits of the time resolution of the CMS detector, these events seem to occur
simultaneously. In this thesis pile-up effects are neglected as their simulation is still under
discussion.
Appendix A calculates the cross sections of the particle processes studied in the follow-
ing Chapters. Based on these calculations one can estimate the number of events, which
need to be generated, in order to obtain datasets, which allow for statistically meaning-
ful results. While the event generation itself is very fast and in principle does not limit the
quantity of the datasets, the subsequent detector simulation and the event reconstruction are
time-consuming. Because of this, datasets of a multitude of physics processes are centrally
produced and shared between users. The official datasets are especially useful for inclu-
sive QCD processes, which are background in this thesis. Privately generated datasets are
needed for explicit physics processes, which are not covered by the official event production.
For example, the dedicated study of 3-prong tau decays in Chapter 4 uses datasets, which
exclusively contain these tau-decay modes. To be comparable with the official datasets, the
dedicated tau-decay generator TAUOLA [63] is not utilized.
3.3. Detector Simulation
The purpose of a detector simulation is the modelling of the passage of particles through
the detector and the calculation of the associated interactions with the detector material.
The software toolkit GEANT4 [64] is used. GEANT4 incorporates a large number of particle
interactions with matter, like Bremsstrahlung, Compton scattering, ionization, scintillation,
and hadronic interactions [65].
GEANT4 takes the generated events and propagates every particle through the detector. The
interactions are calculated for every detector component the particle passes. It uses a de-
tailed model of the CMS detector, which contains all active and passive materials in their
geometric assembly. The energy deposition in each detector cell is calculated. The digitiza-
tion step simulates the response of the electronics to the energy deposition. All calculations
use Monte Carlo techniques.
The detector simulation takes the magnetic field and the misalignment of individual detec-
tor components into account. For the datasets, listed in Appendix A, realistic alignment
constants for the LHC startup at
√
s = 7 TeV are used. The scenario also incorporates bad
detector channels. The simulation smears the position of the nominal beam-collision point
according to parameters of this scenario.
The combination of detector simulation and digitization produces datasets, which are fully
compatible with recorded particle collisions. Identical reconstruction algorithms are applied
to simulated and real events.
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missing transverse energy
tau candidate
Figure 3.2.: Event display in the r-φ plane of the CMS detector. The generated decay
W± → τν→ 3pi±+ 2ν is reconstructed in this event. The display is zoomed to the inner
tracker and the calorimeters as this event does not contain any muons. The curved lines
are reconstructed particle tracks. The three black tracks are the pions of the tau-lepton
decay. The light-colored towers illustrate entries in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The
dark-colored ones represent the measurement of the hadron calorimeter. The straight
line symbolizes the missing transverse energy of the event.
3.4. Event Reconstruction
The reconstruction of events is a multi-step process. First, the measured and digitized data
are associated with the specific detector modules. In the following step they are calibrated.
The result of this local reconstruction is a geometric arrangement of hits and a suppression
of detector noise.
The hits in the inner tracking system are subjected to a pattern recognition. The trajectories
of charged particles are bent due to the magnetic field. They are approximated by helices,
described by the five parameters of the perigee model [66]. The pattern recognition uses an
iterative Kalman filter approch [67] to find those hits, which fit best to a particle trajectory. If
this method convergences, the track reconstruction is done [68].
The primary vertex of the collision event is reconstructed from the particle tracks. Tracks are
selected by their transverse impact parameter with respect to the beam line, by the number
of associated hits in the inner tracker, and based on the quality of the track reconstruction.
The tracks are then clustered according to their z-coordinates at the point of closest approach
to the beam line. If a track cluster consists of more than one track, an adaptive vertex fit [69]
(Kalman vertex fit [70]) is applied. This may result in more than one reconstructed primary
vertex per event.
The combination of reconstructed tracks, vertices, and entries in the calorimeters and in
the muon chambers allows for the reconstruction of particle candidates. The algorithms
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missing transverse energy
tau candidate
Figure 3.3.: Event display in the r-z plane of the CMS detector. The generated decay
W± → τν → 3pi± + 2ν is reconstructed in this event. The graphical representation of
the reconstructed objects is the same as in Figure 3.2.
reconstruct physics objects like electrons, muons, tau leptons, photons, jets, and missing
transverse energy [48]. In the following, the reconstruction of muons and the calculation of
the missing transverse energy is discussed. The reconstruction of tau leptons is described in
the next Chapter.
There are three different approaches for the reconstruction of muons in CMS. The first one
solely uses the hits in the muon system for the reconstruction of a muon track via a Kalman
filter technique. The second algorithm takes every reconstructed track in the inner tracker
as a potential muon candidate and tries to associate hits in the muon system to this track.
The measurement of the muon momentum is done with the tracker only. The last approach
takes the the muon track of the first algorithm and tries to find a matching track in the inner
tracker. If this step is successful, a new track reconstruction is done with the hits in the inner
tracker and the muon system. This approach combines the high precision of the inner tracker
with the large lever arm of the muon system. The momentum resolution is improved with
respect to the former approaches [71]. It is used by the analysis in Chapter 5.
The missing transverse energy EmissT gives an estimate of the direction and energy of the
neutrinos and other invisible particles in a collision event. It is calculated from the vector
sum of the transverse components of the energy of individual calorimeter towers [72]. The
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EmissT calculation can also be done with particle-flow candidates. The particle-flow algorithm
aims at reconstructing and identifying all stable particles in the event with a global combi-
nation of all CMS sub-detectors [73]. In this context the missing transverse energy is defined
as the modulus of the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all reconstructed particles.
In Chapter 5 the missing transverse energy of the particle-flow algorithm is used.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show a graphic display of a simulated proton-proton event at
√
s =
7 TeV. The generated decay W± → τν → 3pi± + 2ν is simulated in this event. One can
recognize the tau lepton via the three charged pion tracks and the associated entries in the
calorimeters. The other tracks are produced by the interactions of the proton remnants and
form the underlying event. In the r-φ plane the missing transverse energy is nearly back-
to-back with the tau lepton. This is a characteristic feature of W±-boson decays at the LHC,
which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

4. Kinematic Reconstruction of Tau Leptons
The method described in this Chapter was developed in collaboration with Lars Perchalla.
It is also part of his thesis [74]. This Chapter is published as an internal CMS note [75]. The
kinematic tau algorithm is available to the CMS collaboration.
The identification and reconstruction of tau leptons is a difficult task at the LHC. Due to
their short lifetime tau leptons decay before reaching the first detector layer. Therefore, they
are solely detectable via their decay products. As tau-lepton decays incorporate neutrinos,
which are not measurable with CMS, the full information of the tau-lepton momentum is not
accessible. A common technique is to ignore the neutrino-energy fraction and approximate
the flight direction of the tau lepton by the visible decay products. The precision of the tau-
lepton reconstruction is limited in this case. To improve the experimental resolution and
the reconstruction purity, one can utilize the specific decay topologies of the tau lepton and
apply a kinematic fit to the measured tau-decay products.
In the following Sections the development of a kinematic fit for tau leptons is described. To
begin with, the kinematics of multi-prong tau decays are introduced. This involves the kine-
matic calculation of the tau momentum as well as the derivation of kinematic constraints.
The least mean squares minimization with Lagrange multipliers is discussed, which is the
underlying approach of the kinematic fit. Afterwards, the newly developed kinematic fit for
3-prong tau decays is described in detail. Quality criteria are introduced, which aim to im-
prove the tau-lepton identification and the suppression of background. Both the efficiency of
the workflow and the achievable resolution of the kinematic tau-lepton parameters are tested
with different tau-production processes via Monte Carlo simulated events. Finally, the tech-
nical implementation of the kinematic fit in the CMS software framework is described. The
modularity of the whole procedure, its extensibility to additional tau-decay modes, and its
flexible integration in physics analyses are pointed out.
4.1. Kinematics of Multi-Prong Tau Lepton Decays
4.1.1. Tau Lepton Decay Topology
The tau-lepton mass of Mτ = 1776.82± 0.16 MeV/c2 enables a wide range of decay modes [3].
These modes can be categorized by the number of charged particles, usually called prongs,
which are produced in a decay. Nearly 100 % of the total tau-decay width is made up of two
main classes: 1-prong and 3-prong decays. The former provide the largest contribution with
a branching fraction of approximately 85 %. In nearly 15 % of all cases tau leptons decay into
three charged particles. In contrast to muons, decay products of tau leptons are not limited
to leptons only, but include hadrons as well.
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In addition to their heavy mass, tau leptons feature a relatively long mean lifetime of τ =
(290.6± 1.0)× 10−15 sec. Considering for example electroweak processes like W± and Z0 de-
cays at the LHC, tau leptons are produced with high momenta |~pτ| = O(100 GeV/c). This
leads to large Lorentz factors γ and non-negligible mean tau flight distances
cτβγ = 87.11 µm · |~pτ|
Mτ
= O(5 mm) .
This is not sufficient to reach the first tracking detectors of the CMS experiment. As a result
tau leptons are not directly detectable. Nevertheless, modern tracking detectors are able to
resolve the tau flight distance. In case of the 1-prong decays, the distance is identified by
a large impact parameter with regard to the primary vertex, which is formed by additional
tracks deriving from the hard interaction. In 3-prong tau decays the particle tracks form a
secondary vertex, which is displaced to the primary vertex. The link between the production
and the decay vertex can be directly related to the tau flight distance.
Due to lepton-number conservation, at least one neutrino is produced in any tau decay. CMS
is not able to detect neutrinos. The measurable tau energy is reduced by their energy. This
affects measurements like invariant masses or missing transverse energy.
4.1.1.1. Tau Decay into Three Charged Pions and Neutrino
The largest contribution to the branching fraction of 3-prong tau decays comes from the
decay into three charged pions and a tau neutrino. This mode incorporates three resonant
processes, which add up to B(τ → 3pi± + ντ) = Ba1 +BK0 +Bω = (9.32± 0.07)× 10−2 [3].
The dominant part is caused by the dynamic generation of an a1(1260) resonance in the two-
body decay τ → a1(1260) + ντ. The a1 itself then decays into three charged pions. A possible
decay chain is realized via an additional ρ resonance like a1 → ρ(770) + pi± → 3pi±. The
ρ(770) has a short lifetime in comparison to the tau. Thus the production vertices of the three
charged pions are indistinguishable and are assumed to be identical.
The second process includes the production of a neutral kaon in the three-body tau decay
τ → pi± + K0 + ντ → 3pi± + ντ. Because of the very long lifetime of the kaon, the two
charged pions produced by its decay do not originate from the same vertex as the charged
pion from the initial tau decay. Therefore, 3-prong tau decays via the a1 resonance or via
kaons can in principle be distinguished by applying vertex fits to the three prongs.
The third and least dominant contribution is realized via an ω(782) meson within the three-
body tau decay τ → pi± + ω(782) + ντ → 3pi± + ντ. In contrast to the former process,
the intermediate ω(782) is short-lived. This results in a joint production vertex of the three
prongs as in the a1 case.
Neglecting the contributions from kaons and ω mesons, the process via the a1 leads to an
exclusive branching ratio of B(τ → 3pi± + ντ) = (9.00± 0.06)× 10−2
(
excl. K0,ω
)
[3]. This
value corresponds to nearly 97 % of the inclusive branching fraction stated above. As fur-
ther kinematic calculations assume that all three pions produced by the tau decay have
to originate from a common secondary vertex, we ignore the small contribution of BK0 to
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Figure 4.1.: The invariant mass distribution of the three-pion system ma1 and the energy
spectrum of the tau neutrino E∗ντ within the tau rest frame.
B(τ → 3pi± + ντ). Furthermore, for reasons of simplification, we always identify the three-
pion system with the a1 resonance and neglect the very small impact of the Bω part, which
is O(10−4).
One feature of the tau decay into three charged pions and neutrino is the absence of addi-
tional neutral particles besides the neutrino itself. That is to say, the visible energy of the tau
lepton Evisτ is directly correlated to the neutrino energy Eν. Figure 4.1(a) shows the invari-
ant mass of the three-pion system ma1 . The distribution is constrained via two bounds. The
lower bound is three times the pion mass, whereas the upper bound is represented by the
tau mass and thus 3 mpi < ma1 < Mτ. In case of the lower bound, the a1 has the highest mo-
mentum within the tau rest frame. Following the basic kinematics of a two-body decay, the
energy of the tau neutrino E∗ντ is also maximal. Accordingly, the upper bound of the ma1 spec-
trum corresponds to a very small neutrino energy within the tau rest frame. The resulting
energy spectrum of the tau neutrino within the tau rest frame is shown in Figure 4.1(b).
4.1.2. Kinematic Calculation of the Tau Momentum
As shown above, the tau decay into three charged pions and neutrino (τ → 3pi± + ντ) can
be considered as a two-body decay into the a1 resonance, formed by the three pions, and the
neutrino. The momentum of the tau lepton can be calculated from the a1 parameters only.
The neutrino information is not needed in this case.
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a1
Figure 4.2.: The Gottfied-Jackson angle θGJ is defined as the angle between the a1 mo-
mentum and the tau flight direction in the laboratory frame.
In the laboratory frame the decay can be written as
M2τ = E
2
τ − ~p2τ
M2τ = (Ea1 + Eν)
2 − ~p2τ neglecting the neutrino mass mν = 0
M2τ = (Ea1 + |~pτ − ~pa1 |)2 − ~p2τ
M2τ =
(
Ea1 +
√
~p2τ − 2|~pτ||~pa1 | cos θGJ + ~p2a1
)2
− ~p2τ .
The Gottfied-Jackson angle θGJ is defined as the angle of the a1 w.r.t. the tau flight direction
in the laboratory system (see Figure 4.2). Solving for the tau momentum one obtains the
magnitude parametrized through the a1 parameters and the Gottfried-Jackson angle:
|~pτ| = |~pτ|(θGJ, ma1 , |~pa1 |)
=
(
m2a1 + M
2
τ
) |~pa1 | cos θGJ ±√(m2a1 + ~p2a1) [(m2a1 −M2τ)2 − 4M2τ~p2a1 sin θGJ2]
2
(
m2a1 + ~p
2
a1 sin θGJ
2
) . (4.1)
The same expression can be derived from the tau rest frame as follows (quantities referring
to this frame are marked with an asterisk):
M2τ = E
∗2
τ − ~p∗
2
τ , with ~p
∗2
τ = 0 and mν = 0
Mτ = E∗a1 + |~p∗a1 | =
√
m2a1 + ~p
∗2
a1 + |~p∗a1 |
⇒ |~p∗a1 | =
M2τ −m2a1
2Mτ
(4.2)
and E∗a1 =
M2τ + m2a1
2Mτ
. (4.3)
A Lorentz transformation of (4.2) into the laboratory system yields again (4.1), which is plot-
ted for typical a1 parameters in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3.: The calculated tau momentum for typical a1 parameters (ma1 = 1.2 GeV/c
2,
dashed: pa1 = 40 GeV/c, solid: pa1 = 25 GeV/c). The range of allowed values for θGJ is
limited by the point where the ambiguity vanishes.
4.1.2.1. Ambiguity
The square root in expression (4.1) leads to an ambiguity of the momentum magnitude. It
arises from two different configurations in the tau rest frame, which are indistinguishable
in the laboratory system. Either a lower energetic tau decays into an a1 under rather small
angles w.r.t. the initial tau flight direction, or the a1 spans a larger angle towards a tau with
higher momentum. In both cases one measures the same a1 momentum in the laboratory
system (Figure 4.4). This ambiguity vanishes if the square root in (4.1) is zero. This deter-
mines an upper bound θmaxGJ for the Gottfried-Jackson angle that only depends on the a1 mass
and momentum: (
m2a1 + ~p
2
a1
) [(
m2a1 −M2τ
)2 − 4M2τ~p2a1 sin θGJ2] = 0
⇒ θmaxGJ (ma1 , |~pa1 |) = arcsin
M2τ −m2a1
2Mτ|~pa1 |
. (4.4)
Figure 4.5 shows some important dependencies of the Gottfried-Jackson angle and its maxi-
mal allowed value. All distributions show a common behavior of both variables over a wide
range. Significant differences between θGJ and θmaxGJ only occur for very large | cos θ∗GJ|. There
are no important deviations in the dependency on the tau boost |~pτ| and the a1 mass.
One can show that the maximal allowed value θmaxGJ is preferred. If one assumes the cosine of
the angle in the rest frame cos θ∗GJ to be equally distributed, the Lorentz transformation into
the laboratory system results in a ratio r = θGJ/θmaxGJ shown in Figure 4.6. For small angles
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Figure 4.4.: Ambiguity for the magnitude of the tau momentum. An observer in a
boosted system cannot distinguish between two different tau-decay configurations in
the tau rest frame: 1. A tau lepton with a rather low momentum decays to an a1 under
a small Gottfried-Jackson angle θ∗GJ. 2. A tau lepton with a higher momentum decays to
an a1 under a larger Gottfried-Jackson angle θ∗GJ.
the ratio r is independent of the boost factor or the a1 mass. This can be derived using (4.4)
and (4.2):
sin θmaxGJ (ma1 , |~pa1 |) =
M2τ −m2a1
2Mτ|~pa1 |
=
|~p∗a1 |
|~pa1 |
and pa1⊥ = |~pa1 | sin θGJ .
As pa1⊥ , the orthogonal momentum component of the a1 w.r.t. the tau momentum, is not
affected by the Lorentz boost and thus pa1⊥ = p
∗
a1⊥ , one obtains the ratio:
sin θGJ
sin θmaxGJ
=
p∗a1⊥
|~p∗a1 |
⇒ sin θGJ
sin θmaxGJ
= sin θ∗GJ
and for small angles r = θGJ/θmaxGJ ≈ sin θ∗GJ . (4.5)
This dependency of the ratio r on the Gottfried-Jackson angle in the tau rest frame is shown
in Figure 4.7. The sinus function gives small values of r for decays, where the a1 is emitted
under | cos θ∗GJ| → 1.
4.1.2.2. Ambiguity Width
The deviation between the true tau momentum and the solution obtained by (4.1) is limited
by the width of the ambiguity. As shown in Figure 4.3, the difference between both calcu-
lated solutions has a maximum for θGJ = 0. The two solutions will be referred to as (+) or (−)
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Figure 4.5.: Major dependencies of the angles θGJ (solid) and θmaxGJ (dashed) for typical
decay parameters.
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Figure 4.6.: Ratio of the actual Gottfried-Jackson angle θGJ and the maximal allowed one
θmaxGJ in the laboratory system. It is obtained from 1000 toy decays with uniformly dis-
tributed cos θ∗GJ in the tau rest frame. The Lorentz transformation prefers the maximum
value of θGJ.
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Figure 4.8.: Dependencies of the maximal ambiguity width w. Left: Linear increase
(ma1 = 1.2 GeV/c
2). Right: Asymptotic decrease (pa1 = 20 GeV/c).
depending on the sign of the square root term. This maximal width w can be calculated as
w = |~pτ|(0, ma1 , |~pa1 |)(+) − |~pτ|(0, ma1 , |~pa1 |)(−)
w =
(
M2τ −m2a1
)√
m2a1 + ~p
2
a1
m2a1
=
(
M2τ −m2a1
)
Ea1
m2a1
. (4.6)
The maximal ambiguity width only depends on a1 parameters. Figure 4.8 shows the linear
rise of w for increasing a1 momenta and the asymptotic decrease for larger a1 masses.
4.1.3. Accessible Constraints
Modern detectors in high energy physics can only measure few parts of the tau decay into
three pions. Typically, the primary vertex, where the tau has been created, and the three
charged tracks from the pions can be reconstructed. In order to fully determine the tau-
lepton parameters and to improve the experimental resolution of the measured values, a set
of constraints can be applied to the decay. These restrictions add additional knowledge to
the measurement to minimize the number of unknown parameters.
Table 4.1 summarizes the number of parameters to determine in case of the 3-prong tau
decay. An entirely determined decay requires the knowledge of 28 parameters in total. These
are one mass and five helix parameters per particle involved. The helix parametrization only
defines an infinite path without any start or end points. The absolute production vertex of
the associated particle can be added using the path length s along the helix. This results in
seven parameters for each of the four tau daughters.
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Table 4.1.: Overview of the degrees of freedom (ndf) within the decay τ → 3pi± + ντ.
ndf parameters total
4 · 7 track parameters + masses +28
3 · 5 pion reconstruction −15
4 · 1 particle masses −4
3 · 1 path length (n−1) −3
1 · 1 invariant mass constraint −1
4 · 2− 3 vertex constraint (2n−3) −5
1 · 2 parallelism constraint −2
−2
The measurement of the three charged tracks provides five helix parameters each, and the
mass of the tau daughters is set to their nominal values. As all daughters have to origin from
the same secondary vertex, the path lengths of these four particles are linked to each other.
Therefore, assigning one path length will determine the others. The six missing parameters
are obtained by applying three additional constraints:
The invariant mass of the four daughters is forced to be equal to the tau mass (Section 4.1.3.1).
A vertex constraint (Section 4.1.3.2) ensures that all daughters origin from a common sec-
ondary vertex. The tau flight direction has to be in parallel to the link between the primary
and the secondary vertex (Section 4.1.3.3). If all restrictions can be applied, one obtains a
fully bound systems, where the number of constraints exceeds the degrees of freedom.
These three constraint classes are discussed in more detail in the following Sections, and their
mathematical representations are given. According to the notation chosen in [76], constraints
are described as functions H(α) = 0, where α is the full set of parameters of all particles. Each
particle contributes with the parametrization αi = (xi, yi, zi, pxi, pyi, pzi, mi), where xi, yi, zi
defines the vertex position, pj are the momentum components, and mi is the mass of the
particle. The calculation considers the equation of motion of charged particles in a solenoid
magnetic field along the z-direction, which is derived in Appendix B.1.
4.1.3.1. Invariant Mass Constraint
A set of tracks can be forced to have a certain invariant mass M. From four-vector conserva-
tion one obtains the mass constraint HM for the sum of n daughters of a decay:
E2sum = p
2
sum + M
2
HM(α, M) ≡ E2sum − p2sum −M2 = 0 . (4.7)
In this case M corresponds to the tau-lepton mass. psum denotes the sum of momenta of
all daughters propagated through the magnetic field (using equation B.2) to their common
vertex (x(v), y(v), z(v)), i.e. the three prongs plus the neutrino:
psum = |~psum| = |
n
∑
i=1
~pi| .
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This constraint is a so called 1C-constraint. This means it reduces the number of degrees of
freedom by one.
4.1.3.2. Vertex Constraint
The vertex constraint HV(α) is a 2C-constraint for each particle i assigned to the vertex
(x(v), y(v), z(v)). These two equations correspond to the two planes defined by the bend
of the helix caused by the Lorentz force. They can be derived from the equations of mo-
tion discussed in Appendix B.1. If the absolute reference point is unknown, the sum of the
constraints is diminished by three. For n particles this results in a 2n−3 constraint.
Starting from (B.1) in Appendix B.1, the offset between the vertex and the reference point of
the particle is obtained:
∆x = x(v) − x = px
a
sin ρs− py
a
(1− cos ρs)
∆y = y(v) − y = py
a
sin ρs +
px
a
(1− cos ρs)
∆z = z(v) − z = pz
p
s =
pz
a
δT .
In order to eliminate terms of ρs, the following equations are used, where pT is the transverse
momentum:
px∆x =
p2x
a
sin ρs− px py
a
(1− cos ρs)
py∆y =
p2y
a
sin ρs +
px py
a
(1− cos ρs)
px∆y =
px py
a
sin ρs +
p2x
a
(1− cos ρs)
py∆x =
px py
a
sin ρs− p
2
y
a
(1− cos ρs)
⇒ sin ρs = a
p2T
(pxi∆x + py∆y)
(1− cos ρs) = a
p2T
(px∆y− py∆x) .
With these expressions the vertex constraints for the ith particle can be written as
HVφ(α) ≡ pxi∆yi − pyi∆xi − ai2 (∆x
2
i + ∆y
2
i ) = 0 (4.8)
HVθ(α) ≡ ∆zi − pziai sin
−1
(
ai
p2Ti
(pxi∆xi + pyi∆yi)
)
= 0 . (4.9)
4.1.3.3. Parallelism Constraint
The parallelism constraint HP ensures that the vertex link between primary and secondary
vertex is aligned with the resulting momentum vector ~p = ∑ni=1 ~pi of the decay daughters at
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Figure 4.9.: Definition of the chosen angles (φp, θp) and (φs, θs).
the secondary vertex. It is a 2C-constraint as it restricts two orthogonal angles. Following
the parametrization in [77], the common azimuth angle φ and the polar angle θ defined
from the transversal to the +z-direction are chosen. One should note that this is not the
angle θCMS according to CMS conventions, which is zero for tracks along the +z-direction,
but θ = pi/2− θCMS. To fulfill the constraint, the difference between the angles defined at
the primary vertex (φp, θp) and the angles at the secondary vertex (φs, θs) have to be equal.
As shown in Figure 4.9, one can express these angles in terms of the parametrization α:
cos φs =
px
pT
cos φp =
dx
dT
cos θs =
pz
p
cos θp =
dz
d
.
The distance between the primary vertex vP = (xp, yp, zp) and the secondary vS = (x, y, z)
is referred to as dx = x − xp (same for dy, dz), dT =
√
d2x + d2y, and d =
√
d2x + d2y + d2z .
To simplify further calculations, the difference is calculated in terms of tan (x/2) instead of
comparing the angles itself. The tangent is well defined within the range of θ and φ and
nearly linear for typical angles:
HPφ(α, vP) ≡ tan
φp
2
− tan φs
2
= 0
and HPθ(α, vP) ≡ tan
θp
2
− tan θs
2
= 0 .
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Figure 4.10.: Illustration of the correction derived from the helix propagation through
the magnetic field.
Using tan (α/2) = (1− cos α)/ sin α and replacing the angles, one obtains the equations for
the parallelism constraint:
HPφ(α, vP) =
dT − dx
dy
+
px − pT
py
= 0 (4.10)
HPθ(α, vP) =
ds − dT
dz
+
pT − p
pz
= 0 . (4.11)
The first constraint equation assumes that the curvature of the path of the tau lepton due to
the magnetic field is negligible for typical distances between the primary and the secondary
vertex. As an example, in the solenoid field of CMS a tau lepton with a transverse momen-
tum of 30 GeV/c will have a radius of curvature of 26 m. Assuming a typical tau lifetime, the
helix bend causes an angle between the initial momentum measured at the primary vertex
and the propagated momentum measured at the secondary vertex ofO(50 µrad). Compared
to the scale defined by the maximal allowed Gottfried-Jackson angle, this is a correction at
a percent level. According to the illustration in Figure 4.10 and with the equation of motion
of charged particles in the magnetic field (Appendix B.1), the angular correction αS can be
written as
αS = δT/2 , where sin δT/2 =
dTa
2pT
. (4.12)
Including αS within the parallelism constraint, the equation for the azimuth angle has to be
modified. The polar angle is not affected by the helix bend.
HPφ(α, vP) ≡ tan
φp
2
− tan φs
2
− tan αS
2
= 0
⇒ HPφ(α, vP) = dT − dxdy +
px − pT
py
+
√
4p2T − a2d2T − 2pT
adT
= 0 (4.13)
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4.2. Least Mean Squares Minimization with Lagrange Multipliers
A common mathematical approach to implement a kinematic fit with additional constraints
is the Least Mean Squares minimization with Lagrange multipliers (LMS) [78]. This algo-
rithm benefits from its sequential character. Each constraint is incorporated as a separated
term within the χ2 equation. This leads to a fast inversion due to factorized matrices and
enables an implementation of the minimization process independent of the particular con-
straints applied by the user. LMS will result in an analytical solution, if the constraints are
linear in the given parametrization. The application of LMS is limited to uncorrelated ini-
tial data and to hard constraints, where parameters are forced to match precise values. Soft
constraint only requiring quantities to lie within certain bounds cannot be incorporated with
LMS. A complete implementation of LMS into the CMS software framework is documented
in [77].
4.2.1. Basic Algorithm
Given a set of unconstraint parameters α0 from n measurements with their initial covari-
ances Vα0 , the χ
2 equation can be written as follows:
χ2 = (α− α0)TV−1α0 (α− α0) .
In addition, one can define r constraints H(α) = 0 with H = (H1, H2, ..., Hr) (compare con-
straints defined in Section 4.1.3). If these constraints are not linear, they can be expanded
about a linearization point αA:
0 = D(α− αA) + d (4.14)
= Dδα+ d ,
where D(r×n) =

∂H1
∂α1
∂H1
∂α2
· · · ∂H1∂αn
∂H2
∂α1
∂H2
∂α2
· · · ∂H2∂αn
...
...
. . .
...
∂Hr
∂α1
∂Hr
∂α2
· · · ∂Hr∂αn
 and d =

H1(αA)
H2(αA)
...
Hr(αA)
 .
These linearized constraints (4.14) can be added to the χ2 equation using a vector λ of r
Lagrange multipliers:
χ2 = (α− α0)TV−1α0 (α− α0) + 2λT(Dδα+ d) . (4.15)
This equation can be minimized w.r.t. the parameters α and the Lagrange multipliers λ:
∂χ2
∂α
= 0 ⇒ V−1α0 (α− α0) + DTλ = 0 (4.16)
and
∂χ2
∂λ
= 0 ⇒ Dδα+ d = 0 .
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Solving these two equations yields a new set of constraint parameters, which depends on
the initial values:
α = α0 −Vα0 DTλ (4.17)
where λ = VD(Dδα0 + d)
and V(r×r)D = (DVα0 D
T)−1 .
The difference δα0 = α0 − αA is the offset between the unconstraint parameters and the
linearization point. At this point the matrix D can be interpreted as a multidimensional
gradient pointing towards the maximal modification in the parameter space and is therefore
perpendicular to the equipotential surface generated by the combined constraints.
The minimized χ2 equation can now be written as a sum of r terms:
χ2 = λT(Dδα0 + d) . (4.18)
This is one term per constraint. But, as the constraints are now correlated to each other
through VD, the assignment of each term to one particular constraint is no longer possible.
4.2.2. Iterations
The calculation above assumes that the Taylor expansion (4.14) around αA is suitable. The
physical constraint has to be as linear as possible within the region of interest defined by δα.
Deviations from this linearity will lead to a result where the constraints are not completely
fulfilled, thus H(α)− e = 0. The second line in (4.16) only assures that the linearized version
of the constraint is equal to zero, not the analytical one.
For sufficiently small e the recalculation of the whole algorithm using the last obtained set
of parameters α (see (4.17)) as a new linearization point can further optimize the minimiza-
tion. Typically after a few iterations, the linearization point is well established and the LMS
results in even smaller e. A criterion for how precise the analytical constraints are met by
the obtained parameters is the sum of all remaining deviations:
csum =
r
∑
i=1
|ei| . (4.19)
4.2.3. Unmeasured Parameters
The initial covariance Vα0 represents the weight of each parameter involved in the LMS pro-
cedure. The larger the uncertainty of one parameter, the larger is the flexibility of the fit in
modifying this quantity according to the given constraints.
Therefore, this algorithm can even deal with unmeasured parameters. If one can find enough
restrictions to obtain a fully bound system where the degrees of freedom are at least com-
pensated by the number of constraints, initially unknown quantities can be determined by
LMS. As those new parameters have no finite prior uncertainties, they contribute to the co-
variance matrix using the Huge Error Method, described in [78]. According to this method
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each unknown parameter is treated as a measured one, which adds relatively large but fi-
nite errors L to the covariance matrix. The scale of theses new errors has to be chosen w.r.t.
the scale of the measured errors to avoid a loss in precision due to the subtraction of large
numbers.
It can be shown that in the limit of L→ ∞ the Huge Error Method leads to the same result as
a direct but inconvenient calculation, which differs from the above algorithm and therefore
would require a completely independent framework. However, applying the Huge Error
Method allows to reuse the same calculation for both measured and unmeasured parame-
ters.
4.3. Kinematic Fit of Tau Leptons on Monte Carlo Level with CMS
The standard tau-lepton reconstruction in CMS uses a generic approach to identify and re-
construct a large variety of tau-decay modes. In contrast to this, the kinematic fit of tau
leptons needs to be specialized for specific decay topologies. The developed fit workflow is
not intended to replace the standard tau-lepton reconstruction. It is designed as an add-on
to the regular tau-reconstruction chain.
This Section gives a short overview of the standard tau reconstruction, which is used as an
input for the kinematic fit. The logic of the kinematic fit and its application to 3-prong tau
decays is described in detail. The efficiency of the method and the resolution of the kinematic
tau parameters is shown. Quality criteria are introduced, which enhance the resolution and
improve the suppression of background processes.
The kinematic fit has been developed and tested using Monte Carlo simulated events of
the CMS detector. Throughout this Section the given numbers can depend on the ver-
sion of the CMS software framework. Unless otherwise indicated the utilized release is
CMSSW_3_6_2.
4.3.1. Standard Tau Reconstruction at CMS
In the standard reconstruction chain there are currently two approaches for the identifica-
tion of hadronically decaying tau leptons. One algorithm is based on calorimeter clusters
and tracks (called CaloTau). The other one is based on the particles reconstructed by the
particle-flow algorithm (called PFTau). Because of its potentially superior performance, only
the latter will be discussed. Detailed information on both procedures and their comparison
can be found in [73].
The particle-flow reconstruction collects the information derived from all sub-detectors of
CMS and combines them to provide a global event description based on individually recon-
structed particles. The obtained candidates (called PFJets) additionally require a minimal
transverse momentum. At least one charged hadronic candidate with pT > 5 GeV/c has to
be assigned to the jet inside a matching cone of ∆R < 0.1 around the jet axis.
As depicted in Figure 4.11, two additional regions are defined: A narrow signal cone around
the leading candidate is intended to contain the collimated decay products from the boosted
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Figure 4.11.: Illustration of the defined cones within the particle-flow algorithm. The
discrimination between hadronic tau-jets and jets from quarks and gluons is achieved
by signal and isolation cones.
tau decay. In a broader isolation annulus low activity is expected for well separated tau can-
didates. In the latter region charged candidates with pT > 1.0 GeV/c and photon candidates
with ET > 1.5 GeV are vetoed.
Depending on the size of the signal region, three different tau collections can be obtained.
The first one, called FixedCone, uses a cone size of ∆R < 0.07. A larger region of ∆R < 0.15
defines the second collection, called FixedConeHighEfficiency. In between of these
two values the third one, called ShrinkingCone, varies its size according to the transverse
energy of the reconstructed jet. The appropriate collection has to be selected for different tau
boosts and decay modes. For example, 3-prong decays of soft tau leptons are less collinear
and can exceed the signal region of the FixedCone tau algorithm. The larger cone sizes of
the two other collections will lead to a larger background contribution.
On top of these tau-candidate collections, a set of discriminators is defined to enrich the
reconstruction purity. Especially discriminators, which ensure the isolation of the particle-
flow candidate, are useful to suppress quark and gluon jets. Additional discriminators cover
the contamination of electrons and muons within the tau-lepton reconstruction. This higher-
level discrimination is described in [79].
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4.3.2. Kinematic Fit Workflow
The kinematic reconstruction of 3-prong tau decays is done in several steps. The basic idea
is to take tau-lepton candidates, formed by the standard CMS particle-flow algorithm, as
the starting point of the kinematic fit. Furthermore, the algorithm requires the existence
of a primary vertex. It is crucial to note that the procedure solely depends on these two
requirements and nothing else. It is independent of further event variables like the missing
transverse energy. The application of the kinematic fit delivers a collection of kinematically
refitted tau leptons, which is a sub-sample of the original particle-flow tau candidates. In
contrast to the standard reconstruction, these refitted tau-lepton candidates incorporate the
full information on the tau momentum and its decay vertex. As described in Section 4.3.3,
the fit quality can be evaluated via several unique variables.
Although not discussed here, the algorithm does not even have to start from particle-flow
tau candidates. This requirement can be reduced to at least three reconstructed tracks per
tau candidate. The user can utilize a custom tau-lepton identification and can easily deploy
the kinematic fit in various steps of a physics analysis.
The flowchart in Figure 4.12 illustrates the intermediate steps needed to perform the kine-
matic fit. In the following Sections the workflow is described in detail.
4.3.2.1. Selection of Tracks within Tau Signal Cones
The particle-flow algorithm provides tau candidates, which are divided into three classes,
as described in Section 4.3.1. As the kinematic fit algorithm will allow for applying new
discriminants against background contribution, it is reasonable to choose the collection with
the highest initial frequency of tau candidates: the already discussed FixedConeHigh-
Efficiency collection. Especially the tau decay into three prongs benefits from the larger
signal-cone size, which is used for the creation of this tau-candidate collection.
Depending on the specific physics-analysis requirements, the accompanying particle-flow
discriminators can further distinguish these candidates. To be independent of the impact
of these requirements and to analyze the efficiency of this kinematic fit itself, none of these
discriminators are applied in the following discussions.
Once the candidates are obtained, the tracks located within their signal cone can be accessed
and are a priori considered to derive from the tau-lepton decay. As their number is not
fixed and at least three reconstructed tracks are needed for the kinematic refit of 3-prong tau
decays, the algorithm accordingly requires to find at least three tracks within this annulus.
4.3.2.2. Track-Triplet Combination
If more than three tracks are associated with one particle-flow candidate, all possible track-
triplet combinations are formed. Apparently, this step can lead to a multitude of track
triplets. As there is only one correct track triplet, it is convenient to get rid of most of the
wrong combinations as soon as possible. This is achieved by applying two constraints on
the track triplets. The first one is a check of the cumulated charge of the track triplet Ca1 .
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Figure 4.12.: Flowchart describing the workflow of the kinematic fit.
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This value is expected to be equal to ±1 since the triplet represents the a1 resonance. The
invariant mass of the triplet should loosely reside inside the kinematically allowed region
of the 3-prong tau decay. According to Figure 4.1(a) in Section 4.1.1.1, the bounds on the in-
variant mass are chosen to 0.4 GeV/c2 < ma1 < 2.0 GeV/c
2. Triplets, which do not fulfill both
requirements, are deleted, keeping a number of track triplets per particle-flow tau candidate
greater or equal zero for further processing.
4.3.2.3. Deletion of Triplet Duplicates
In this step the selected track triplets are considered within the over-all scope of the proton-
proton collision. Without loss of generality there can be more than one particle-flow tau
candidate per event. For each selected tau candidate there might also be more than one
track triplet, which survived the former processing step. It is possible that the tracks in the
different triplets are not disjoint. If there are identical triplets for some reason, the duplicates
get removed. This action is necessary to avoid double counting of tau-lepton candidates.
4.3.2.4. Primary Vertex Renewal
The standard reconstruction of the primary vertex considers all tracks available in one event.
As tracks produced by tau-lepton decays originate from secondary vertices, the primary ver-
tex resolution should increase by ignoring those tracks in the primary vertex reconstruction.
A new primary vertex is achieved by subtracting all tracks of the track-triplet collection
from the complete set of reconstructed tracks within the event. The reduced track collection
is used as input for the standard primary vertex reconstruction. In the rare case of a failing
vertex reconstruction, the entire event is not processed any further. If the primary vertex
could be built, it is reasonable to check its quality. Therefore, the algorithm requires at least
three tracks associated to the new primary vertex. Otherwise, a three-dimensional vertex po-
sition is not achievable without additional constraints. There is a user-definable constraint
on the quality of the primary vertex reconstruction via the χ2 value of the fit.
4.3.2.5. Selection of the Best Track Triplet
Up to this state of the procedure there is only an ambiguous association of tau-lepton candi-
dates and track triplets. This is due to the possibility of assigning several track triplets to one
particle-flow tau candidate. The following procedure is applied individually to each of the
track-triplet collections. At first, an adaptive vertex fit [69] is executed on the track triplets.
If the vertex fit fails, it is quite obvious that these three tracks do not belong to a single tau-
lepton decay and have been randomly selected by the triplet-combination mechanism. Thus
this triplet is deleted. As the adaptive vertex fit may disregard tracks while performing the
actual fit, it is convenient to look at the number of tracks, which are associated with the final
vertex. If this number is smaller than three, this track triplet is also excluded from further
processing.
The next step in the process depends on the number of track triplets, which passed the
secondary vertex fit. If there is only one triplet left, these three tracks are identified as the
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a1
Figure 4.13.: Positional uncertainties of the primary and the secondary vertex, and mis-
measurements of the track reconstruction. The Gottfried-Jackson angle θGJ is highly
sensitive to variations of the tau flight direction within these uncertainties.
three charged pions from the 3-prong tau decay. The association of the initial particle-flow
tau candidate and this track triplet is unambiguous. Accomplishing the same uniqueness for
the case of several track triplets, which pass the secondary vertex fit, one needs to perform
an additional step.
In Figure 4.3 (Section 4.1.2.1) the maximally allowed Gottfried-Jackson angle θmaxGJ was in-
troduced. It is necessary that the measured Gottfried-Jackson angle θGJ is equal or smaller
than θmaxGJ . Otherwise, the constraints, which are used in the kinematic fit, are not satisfi-
able. The idea is to sort the remaining track triplets according to the significant movement
of their primary vertex, which is needed to maintain a tau-decay topology of θGJ = θmaxGJ .
Unfortunately, θGJ is very sensitive to mismeasurements of the primary and the secondary
vertex position, thus it is not unusual that the Gottfried-Jackson angle exceeds its kinemat-
ically allowed region. In this case the tau candidate would normally be dropped. But, as
outlined in Figure 4.13, the tau flight direction can be varied within the positional uncer-
tainties of the vertices. This leads to a change of the Gottfried-Jackson angle and can in
principle once more establish a physical situation of θGJ ≤ θmaxGJ . As long as this variation is
done within the uncertainties of both vertices, there is no reasonable objection against this
technique.
For technical reasons it is convenient to vary the tau flight direction by a rotation of the
primary vertex around the secondary vertex, as shown in Figure 4.14. The rotational axis is
perpendicular to the plane formed by the a1 flight direction and the link between the primary
and the secondary vertex. The rotation is done for all tau-lepton candidates until θGJ = θmaxGJ .
Even for track triplets, which form a tau-lepton decay with an initial θGJ < θmaxGJ , the primary
vertex is rotated as well. Afterwards, the significance of the distance between the initial and
the rotated primary vertex is calculated, as described in Appendix B.2. The track triplets are
sorted with respect to this value, and in conclusion the triplet with the smallest significant
movement is selected.
On an optional basis it is also possible to select the best track triplet via the goodness of
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a1
Figure 4.14.: Variation of the Gottfried-Jackson angle θGJ due to the rotation of the pri-
mary vertex around the secondary vertex. The rotational axis is perpendicular to the
plane formed by the flight direction of the a1 resonance and the vertex link.
the already applied secondary vertex fit instead of the selection via the primary vertex rota-
tion.
4.3.2.6. Application of the Kinematic Fit
The previous step ensures that exactly one track triplet is associated with each of the remain-
ing particle-flow tau candidates. Now that all requirements are complied, the kinematic fit
is executed for all present track triplets. The actual fitting algorithm is based on a least
mean squares minimization with Lagrange multipliers, as described in Section 4.2. For this
purpose it is stringently necessary to create a physically meaningful start situation. The mo-
mentum vector of the tau neutrino is calculated by following the instructions in Section 4.1.2.
As we take the already constructed rotated primary vertex as an input for this calculation,
the ambiguity for the neutrino momentum vanishes and there is just one solution left. In
principle, the hypothesis that all 3-prong tau decays realize a maximal Gottfried-Jackson
angle θGJ is wrong. But, as illustrated in Figure 4.6 in Section 4.1.2.1, tau-decay topologies
with θGJ ≈ θmaxGJ are highly favored. That is why the former assumption is justified to a large
extent.
It is assumed that the tau neutrino and the pion tracks of the corresponding triplet have
a common origin. The vertex, which was calculated within the selection of the best track
triplet, is chosen for this purpose. The positional uncertainties of the vertex are assigned to
those of the four particles. The momentum and the uncertainties of the three tracks origi-
nate from the standard track reconstruction. As the neutrino is implemented as measured
particle within the kinematic fit, the Huge Error Method is applied, assuming large uncer-
tainties with respect to the calculated neutrino momentum. The masses of the three pions
and the neutrino are set to their values published by the Particle Data Group in [3]. The
mass uncertainties derive from the same source. In case of the neutrino, we end up with a
block diagonal covariance matrix. The three resulting blocks correspond to the covariance
matrices of the vertex, the neutrino momentum and its mass. Correlations between these
blocks are not taken into account, thus off-diagonal blocks remain zero.
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Figure 4.15.: Number of iterations per decay used by the kinematic fit in case of a pure
τ → 3pi± + ντ sample.
At this state of the workflow the start situation is completely determined, and the kine-
matic fit is now applied to all available tau-lepton candidates. The constraints, which are
used within the fit, are described in Section 4.1.3. Based on its linearized minimization tech-
nique (see Section 4.2) the fit can pass through several iterations. Due to the underlying fit
algorithm, each iteration can modify the kinematic parameters and the associated covariance
matrices of each of the involved particles. As shown in Figure 4.15, the average number of
iterations is small. There are two main reasons for the fast convergence of the fit. First of all,
the linearization of the applied constraints is a valid approximation in our case. Second, the
educated guess of the neutrino parameters models a kinematically allowed start situation
for the fit, which is already located in the region of the realized neutrino parameters.
The three pions and the tau neutrino are equally treated by the fit. This leads to a stepwise
modification of the particle momenta and masses, and to the deployment of a common ver-
tex of these four particles. The algorithm stops if either the maximally allowed number of
iterations or the targeted constraint sum is reached. The constraint sum, which is derived
in (4.19), is an overall measure of the fulfillment of the different constraints, thus character-
izes the goodness of the kinematic fit. Both convergence criteria are user-definable and can
be utilized to control the behavior of the kinematic fit.
4.3.2.7. Kinematically Refitted Tau Leptons
If the kinematic fit converges, it delivers a kinematically refitted tau-decay tree. This tree
consists of the tau lepton and its decay products. As already mentioned before, the tau
daughters are refitted, too. The kinematic tau-lepton properties are calculated by summing
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the refitted four-momenta of the three pions and the tau neutrino. The fitted vertex, which
is shared by the four daughter particles, is assigned to the tau lepton. It is important to
note that this vertex is the decay vertex of the tau lepton and not its production vertex as
in the daughter particle’s case. Instead, the rotated primary vertex is associated with the
tau-production vertex. All in all, we obtain a fully determined tau-lepton decay.
The user has direct access to a complete set of kinematic tau-lepton parameters. The same
is true for the refitted a1-resonance properties by summing the four-momenta of the three
pions. The initially unmeasured tau-neutrino attributes are available. In addition to this, the
tau-decay vertex is measured to a very high precision. According to (4.18) in Section 4.2.1,
the kinematic fit delivers a χ2 value, which constitutes additional information on the quality
of the refitted parameters. There are more sophisticated variables available, which help to
discriminate 3-prong tau decays. The derivation of these quality criteria is described in the
following Section.
4.3.3. Quality Criteria
The kinematic fit workflow itself provides a basic discrimination against events, which are
not containing 3-prong tau decays. The main discrimination comes from the preselection
when creating the consistent start scenario. The convergence of the kinematic fit has only a
smaller impact (see Section 4.3.5 for detailed numbers).
In addition to this intrinsic 3-prong-decay selection, the algorithm gives access to some new
observables, which allow for a more advanced discrimination. These additional criteria are
intended to be used as a universal tau discriminator. It should be independent of the tau-
production mechanism. Therefore, only rather loose criteria are required.
To cover a broad range of tau-production processes, the following signal-like tau sources
are tested: W± → τν, Z0 → ττ, H0GF → ττ and H0VBF → ττ. The indices GF and VBF
denote Higgs bosons from gluon fusion and vector-boson fusion. The Higgs mass in these
samples is chosen to be 145 GeV/c2. The behavior of the following distributions is stable for
a tested mass range of 115 GeV/c2 < MH0 < 145 GeV/c
2. W± and Z0 represent the Standard
Model gauge bosons. In these event samples all tau leptons are forced to decay into three
charged pions and neutrino and are compared to jets from QCD events imitating the signal.
The QCD sample contains 2→ 2 processes with 30 GeV/c < pˆT < 80 GeV/c. These events
are enriched by electrons, photons, charged pions, and charged kaons, which are above a
transverse energy threshold of ET > 20 GeV.
To estimate efficiencies we start from the official CMS tau trigger. To obtain a conservative
estimate only the following basic trigger requirements are applied: The event has to contain
either a single tau with a transverse momentum of more than 20 GeV/c or two tau leptons
with at least 15 GeV/c each. A detailed description of these high-level triggers can be ob-
tained from [80]. A different choice of triggers will likely change the resulting tau leptons,
and the quality requirements will have to be adapted. The QCD-background events are
skimmed with respect to the tau-lepton triggers. They pass either the single-tau and/or the
double-tau trigger.
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Figure 4.16.: Quality criterion: χ2-probability of the kinematic tau fit. Tau-lepton candi-
dates need a χ2-probability ≥ 0.03 to pass this requirement.
The final 3-prong tau discriminator uses six discriminants depicted in the following figures.
They are chosen to be as independent from each other as possible. The selection consists
of observables from the fit itself, the decay kinematics, and the resolved secondary vertex
of the tau decay. The optimal values of the requirements are chosen by maximizing the
product of signal efficiency e and purity P = S/(S+B), where S and B denote the frequency
of signal-like and background-like decays.
For every observable the related distribution is shown with and without already requiring
the other five discriminants. The former will be referred to as stand-alone, the latter as
n−1 representation. This shows the impact of the other criteria on the given observable. In
each figure the distributions are normalized to an integral of one over the whole, not only
the visible range.
The first discriminating observable is the χ2-probability of the kinematic fit. It is calculated
from the minimized χ2 (equation 4.18 in Section 4.2.1) and the degrees of freedom (Table 4.1).
It gives an estimate, how well the given decay is described by the assumed model. Quantita-
tively, it denotes the probability that an observed χ2 exceeds the minimized value by chance,
even for a correct model. Therefore, entries in the first bins of Figure 4.16 correspond to tau
decays with a poor quality as they have a too large minimized χ2. If the probability does not
exceed 0.03, the corresponding tau candidates are discarded. In the left plot of Figure 4.16
it is remarkable, that before applying any other criteria the vetoed region is dominated by
signal-like tau decays. Therefore, this stand-alone discriminant cannot enrich the signal-
over-background ratio, but ensures a minimal fit quality. In the n−1 representation the sit-
uation is inverted (Figure 4.16(b)). Now, mostly QCD decays are rejected. The poorly fitted
signal-like decays, already discarded, fail other criteria.
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Figure 4.17.: Quality criterion: The invariant mass of the hadronic part of the tau decay
ma1 . Tau-lepton candidates need an a1 mass ≥ 0.8 GeV/c2 to pass this requirement.
The invariant mass of the hadronic part of the tau decay, the a1 mass, provides a kinematic
criterion. It is calculated from the measured tracks (pion masses are assumed). It has a reso-
lution of about O(10 MeV/c2) (see Figure 4.28). The shape of the a1 mass distribution is sim-
ilar for all true tau decays and is shifted to lower values in QCD decays (Figure 4.17(a)). This
behavior is not changed by the other criteria. Decays with masses smaller than 0.8 GeV/c2
are discarded. In addition to its strong discrimination, this requirement also improves the
momentum resolution of the final kinematic tau. As discussed in Section 4.3.6.1, the resolu-
tion suffers from light a1 masses. Depending on the aimed efficiency of a final analysis, this
criterion might be tightened to improve the purity.
An additional kinematic criterion can be derived from the ratio between the initial trans-
verse energy of the tau candidate measured by particle flow EPFT and the final transverse
energy EkinT obtained from the kinematic fit. As the neutrino is not included in E
PF
T but
added during the kinematic fit, this ratio should always be smaller than one. This behavior
of EPFT /E
kin
T is observed in the signal-like sources but not in all QCD decays, where this mass
bound is often exceeded (Figure 4.18). This results in a strong QCD suppression.
The kinematic fit algorithm starts from at least three tracks within the signal cone of the
corresponding particle-flow tau candidate (Section 4.3.2.1). The initial amount of these signal
tracks differs between 3-prong tau leptons and QCD jets. This is due to the fact, that a
QCD jet is expected to produce more activity in its vicinity than a tau decay. As shown in
Figure 4.19, requiring exactly three tracks reduces QCD decays.
During the kinematic tau reconstruction the initial primary vertex of the current event may
be modified by a rotation around the tau-decay vertex (see Section 4.3.2.5). The magnitude
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Figure 4.18.: Quality criterion: Transverse-energy fraction of tau leptons reconstructed
with the particle-flow algorithm and the kinematic fit EPFT /E
kin
T . Tau-lepton candidates
need to fulfill EPFT /E
kin
T ≤ 1 to pass this requirement.
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Figure 4.19.: Quality criterion: Number of tracks within the signal cone of the corre-
sponding particle-flow tau candidate. The track count nsignal cone must be equal to three
in order to pass this requirement.
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Figure 4.20.: Quality criterion: Separation significance σ between the initial and the ro-
tated primary vertex. Tau-lepton candidates pass this requirement if σ ≤ 2.
of this modification should be compatible with the uncertainty of the primary vertex. There-
fore, one can calculate the significance of the separation between both versions of the vertex,
as described in Appendix B.2. The resulting significance between the rotated and the initial
primary vertex may not exceed two standard deviations. Both representations in Figure 4.20
demonstrate that for QCD jets the fit sometimes exceeds the allowed vertex rotation. These
QCD decays can be discarded.
An additional discriminant concerning vertices is the separation between the primary and
the secondary vertex. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, tau leptons have a significant lifetime.
Therefore, signal-like tau candidates are expected to have a longer flight length than typical
QCD jets. The tau-decay vertex is separated from its production point, whereas secondary
vertices from soft jets may have a larger overlap with the primary vertex. For a clean distinc-
tion a minimal significance of two standard deviations is required. As expected, the selected
region in Figure 4.21 is clearly dominated by signal-like tau decays. There is no large impact
when applying the other requirements.
Combining these six criteria, the resulting discriminator should not interfere with those al-
ready available within the particle-flow framework (Section 4.3.1). Thus, this new set of
discriminants is determined without any preselection obtained from the existing discrimi-
nators. The remaining overlap is depicted in Figure 4.22 for one representative tau source.
The signal and the background case is shown. A translation from the tested discriminator
ID’s into the official name is integrated within the left plot. In both cases the efficiency of a
broad range of common discriminators is hardly affected by applying the newly proposed
3-prong tau selection.
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Figure 4.21.: Quality criterion: Separation significance σ between the primary and the
secondary vertex. Tau-lepton candidates pass this requirement if σ ≥ 2.
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Figure 4.22.: Overlap between the existing particle-flow discriminators and the newly
proposed 3-prong tau discrimination.
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The defined quality criteria provide a loose selection of 3-prong tau decays, which can be
implemented into the CMS tau framework as a stand-alone discriminator (see Section 4.4.3).
The efficiencies on several decay types are summarized in Section 4.3.5. For a distinct anal-
ysis concerning tau leptons from a particular production process, the discrimination can be
increased further by ignoring the source independence of the current set. Therefore, the
discussed requirements can be tightened and additional quantities are available, such as
kinematic observables and isolation criteria. Especially the transverse-momentum distribu-
tion of the tau lepton is a strong discriminator for separating common signal-like tau sources
from QCD. In addition, it is only weakly correlated to the currently defined selection. But,
this distribution strongly depends on the production mechanism of the tau lepton. It is
therefore unsuitable for analyses covering less energetic tau decays (e.g. SUSY cascades).
Such sample-dependent observables are not utilized in this universal discriminator.
4.3.3.1. Criteria Interrelation
In the process of finding an appropriate set of quality requirements, it is crucial to know
the level of interrelation between different criteria. In this regard the interrelation κij of two
quality criteria i and j is a useful measure. We define it as
κij :=
∑Ck=1 δk(i, j)
C
, with δk(i, j) :=
{
1, if Pi(k) ∧ Pj(k),
−1, else.
The normalization factor C is equal to the number of processed tau decays, which pass at
least one of both requirements. For all of these decays the sum of the coefficients δk(i, j) is
calculated. Pm(k) is a boolean expression, which is true if a tau lepton k passes the corre-
sponding criterion m, otherwise it is false. Therefore, if two requirements provide the same
result for all tau leptons their interrelation is maximal, and κij = 1. In contrast to this, if
both criteria never show the same result they are not interrelated, thus κij = −1. Obviously,
κii is always one. In case of real tau decays, the coincidences should be as high as possible,
whereas we aim to achieve low values for the QCD background case.
In Figure 4.23 the interrelation matrix is shown for the set of quality requirements, which are
described in Section 4.3.3. For the signal case the interrelations are high and they contrast
strongly with the background interrelation matrix.
4.3.4. Monto Carlo Truth Matching
The six discriminators, discussed in Section 4.3.3, are chosen to distinguish QCD-like jets
from 3-prong tau decays. In addition, they enhance the matching purity for signal-like de-
cays. To determine how many reconstructed tau candidates can be associated with a true
tau lepton at the Monte Carlo generator level, the following definition is used: A whole tau
decay is declared as matched if all three charged daughters can be assigned to their corre-
sponding generator particles within an annulus of ∆R =
√
∆φ2 + ∆η2 = 0.01. Mismatches
in charge or transverse momentum (∆pT/pT = 10 %) within this single-track assignment are
vetoed.
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Figure 4.23.: Interrelation matrix for the set of quality requirements for signal-like 3-
prong tau decays and background from QCD jets. The numerical values in the matrices
are given in percent. The numeration of the quality criteria corresponds to the scheme
used in Table 4.3 in Section 4.3.5.
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Figure 4.24.: Monte Carlo truth matching based on ∆R assignment.
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Figure 4.25.: Purity gain from the application of tau quality requirements.
Figure 4.24(a) justifies the chosen size of the ∆R cone. It depicts the distance between
the measured tracks and their assigned generator counterparts. Whenever a matching is
found, the distance between the related objects is much smaller than the minimally required
value.
Applying the quality criteria, as proposed in the last Section, increases the matching purity.
Figure 4.24(b) counts the number of tracks per tau decay, which can be assigned to a gener-
ator pion. Without using the quality discriminator there is a large contribution in the very
first bin where none of the tau daughters can be matched. These decays are suppressed by
the quality criteria. This results in a final matching purity for signal-like tau decays between
80 % and 90 % percent.
This purity gain can also be demonstrated by Figure 4.25. As an example, it shows two of
the six observables, which are used to define the quality criteria. The solid line contains
all tau decays, whereas the dashed one corresponds to the matched decays. Applying one
particular requirement discards regions, which are dominated by decays not assigned to a
generator particle.
4.3.5. Efficiency of the Kinematic Tau Lepton Identification
The efficiency of the kinematic fit as well as the purity of its tau-lepton identification are
crucial parameters, which determine the performance of the whole method. It is important
to know the behavior of the fit for different tau-production processes and background sam-
ples. In Table 4.2 the efficiencies are listed for several tau-production processes and fake tau
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Table 4.2.: Event-based efficiencies of the kinematic fit for several tau-production pro-
cesses and fake tau leptons from the enriched QCD dataset. The cumulated efficiencies
are given in the last row of the table. The requirements are described in the associated
workflow modules in Section 4.4.
requirement event efficiency in %
W± Z0 H0GF H
0
VBF QCD
(a) tau HLT 9.0 31.0 76.9 96.1 46.7
(b) valid primary vertex 96.8 93.8 99.4 98.4 100.0
(c) nsignal cone ≥ 3 62.4 79.0 89.5 93.5 64.7
(d) valid track triplet 96.7 97.0 99.1 96.7 95.7
(e) converged fit 96.8 98.4 98.8 98.4 95.2
(f) nqualitytau ≥ 1 49.8 57.5 68.8 62.8 1.7
cumulated 2.5 12.4 44.8 51.6 0.4
expected cross section in pb 18.9 0.8 1.5 · 10−3 2.0 · 10−4 1.5 · 104
leptons from QCD jets. The samples are equal to the ones used in Section 4.3.3. The effi-
ciencies in each row are not cumulative. The final row gives the cumulated number. For
each requirement further information can be found in the description of the corresponding
module in Section 4.4.
The first row in Table 4.2 covers the high-level trigger with the tau trigger paths described
in Section 4.3.3. The di-tau samples are passing this trigger with a high rate of up to 96 %,
whereas single tau events from W± bosons suffer from an efficiency below 10 %. The QCD
dataset is already preselected to achieve a reasonable efficiency passing the HLT. Another
fundamental requirement to reconstruct a tau event with CMS is a valid primary vertex. Its
quality depends on the χ2 of the vertex fit and the number of assigned tracks. Row (b) re-
quires at least three tracks and χ2/ndf < 10. It has only a small impact on the inspected
samples. The next row corresponds to the module InputTrackSelector (Section 4.4.1),
which tests the initial particle-flow tau candidate to contain at least three tracks in its signal
cone. This relies on the successful reconstruction of three narrow tracks. This can fail even
in a clean single-tau environment like the W± source, if the tau leptons are too low in en-
ergy. The efficiency varies from 62 % to 94 %. In row (d) the ThreeProngInputSelector
applies some basic tests on the selected tracks and defines a triplet, which fits best to a loose
3-prong assumption. After this preselection, valid tau candidates enter the kinematic fit, and
row (e) ensures its convergence. The fit can only fail due to very inconsistent start scenarios,
which is quite rare after passing all the previous modules. Therefore, one obtains a large
efficiency of more than 95 % in all samples. Finally, the tau leptons have to pass the quality
criteria defined in Section 4.3.3. Row (f) requires at least one tau lepton to pass this selection,
which leads to rather large efficiencies in di-tau sources like Z0 or H0GF, medium rates of
about 50 % for single-tau sources, like W±, and low frequencies of less than 2 % for QCD jets
faking a tau candidate.
Combining these numbers one obtains the cumulated efficiency of up to 50 % in the signal
case. The inspected QCD sample can be suppressed by nearly 3 orders of magnitude. This
translates to an expected cross section for the given tau sources. The W± → τν decay has
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Table 4.3.: Decay-based efficiencies of the quality criteria for several tau-production pro-
cesses and fake tau leptons from QCD jets.
requirement decay efficiency in %
W± Z0 H0GF H
0
VBF non 3-pion QCD
(1) χ2-probability ≥ 0.03 92.8 87.0 91.5 90.6 92.3 92.5
(2) ma1 ≥ 0.8 GeV/c2 88.5 91.3 91.9 87.1 53.3 61.1
(3) EPFT /E
kin
T ≤ 1 95.1 80.2 96.8 77.7 81.0 44.2
(4) nsignal cone = 3 93.6 94.2 95.1 78.3 87.2 50.8
(5) σ(PV rotation) ≤ 2.0 83.3 87.8 88.3 83.6 64.9 62.4
(6) σ(PV-SV) ≥ 2.0 60.6 72.3 69.9 57.0 51.9 24.1
cumulated 46.6 45.0 54.8 39.5 18.5 1.2
a quite large value of about 19 pb compared to Z0 → ττ with less than 1 pb. This can be
explained by the second tau lepton involved in the latter decay. Here, the branching fraction
of τ → 3pi± + ντ has to be taken into account twice. The same holds for both Higgs boson
decays. Their cross section is still 7 orders of magnitude smaller than the expected QCD
background.
Table 4.3 gives a detailed overview of the selection efficiencies of the quality criteria for signal
and background samples. In contrast to the previous event-based Table, single-tau decays
are counted here. The actual value of the specific discriminant is given in the first column of
this Table. The cumulated selection efficiency of the tau decays slightly depends on the tau
production mechanism. In case of a H0VBF source, nearly 39 % of the 3-prong tau decays pass
these criteria, whereas the selection efficiency for the H0GF source rises up to 53 %.
The column labeled with "non 3-pion" refers to tau leptons from Z0 → ττ decaying accord-
ing to their Standard Model branching ratio. Here, the signal-like mode τ → 3pi± + ντ
is vetoed to estimate the effect of a wrong decay assumption. Within the remaining sam-
ple 18.5 % of the tau leptons survive the quality selection. These are dominated by other
3-prong modes without pions. Therefore, the only error the kinematic fit commits by its
3-pion assumption is applying a wrong pion mass. In case of additional neutrals, this re-
sults also in a non-vanishing neutrino mass. These two effects lead to kinematic tau leptons,
which are very similar to those decaying into three pions and therefore pass the quality cri-
teria. If these "3-prong+X"-modes including arbitrary numbers of neutrals are also ignored,
the resulting efficiency drops to approximately 1 %.
Finally, the last column of Table 4.3 covers fake tau leptons from quark and gluon jets. These
are highly suppressed and just 1.2 % pass the quality requirements. All in all, the defined
quality criteria have a reasonable effect on the selection of 3-prong tau leptons while sup-
pressing QCD background to a high extent.
4.3.6. Resolution
The resolution of the different tau-lepton parameters αi is shown with respect to the gener-
ated truth and is always calculated as ∆αi = αfiti − αgeneratori . The generator counterpart is
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(a) Resolution of the azimuthal angle φ.
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Figure 4.26.: Angular resolution of the kinematically fitted tau-lepton momentum. The
quality criteria of the kinematic fit are applied in these plots.
selected according to the assignment rules of Section 4.3.4. Figure 4.26 illustrates the angu-
lar resolution of the kinematically fitted tau-lepton momentum. The azimuthal angle φ and
the pseudorapidity η can be reconstructed very well. Both corresponding distributions peak
sharply at the generated value and show a symmetric shape.
The transverse-momentum resolution of the fitted tau lepton is depicted in Figure 4.27. The
distribution for the z-component is independent of the tau source, whereas the transverse
part differs between W± and Z0 sources and tau leptons from Higgs decays. The latter yields
a symmetric distribution around zero but with a broader shape than the distribution for W±
and Z0. The systematical shift towards higher values in Figure 4.27(a) can be explained by
intrinsic effects, which are described in Section 4.3.6.1.
In addition to the full tau-lepton momentum, the resolution plots for the invariant mass M
and the transverse momentum pT of the a1 resonance are shown in Figure 4.28. The narrow
Gaussian shape with a mean value of zero in both cases implies a very good agreement
between the generated parameter and the outcome of the kinematic fit. As the a1 resonance
corresponds to the hadronic energy of the tau lepton, it can be directly measured by the
CMS tracker. One can estimate the impact of the initially unmeasured tau neutrino on the
resolution of the transverse tau momentum by comparing Figure 4.27(a) and 4.28(b).
Besides the reconstruction of the momentum components of the particles involved, the kine-
matic fit also determines the position of the tau-decay vertex. In Figure 4.29 the spatial
resolution of the fitted tau-decay vertex is illustrated in Cartesian coordinates. One should
keep in mind that this coordinate system is the one of the CMS detector, thus it is fixed and
not relative to the tau-lepton momentum. Independent of the three space coordinates, the
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(a) Resolution of the transverse momentum.
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(b) Resolution of the z-component.
Figure 4.27.: Momentum resolution of the kinematically fitted tau lepton. The quality
criteria of the kinematic fit are applied in these plots.
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(a) Resolution of the a1 mass M.
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(b) Resolution of the transverse a1 momentum pT.
Figure 4.28.: Mass and transverse-momentum resolution of the a1 resonance. The quality
criteria of the kinematic fit are not applied in these plots.
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(a) Resolution of the vertex’s x, y coordinate Vx,y.
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(b) Resolution of the vertex’s z coordinate Vz.
Figure 4.29.: Spatial resolution of the kinematically fitted tau-decay vertex in Cartesian
coordinates. The plot in (a) is valid for both the x and the y coordinate, as their resolution
is identical within numerical fluctuations. The quality criteria of the kinematic fit are
applied in these plots.
obtained vertex resolution is represented by a peak without any systematic shift. However,
the resolution of the z coordinate is worse than for the transverse coordinates x and y. Nev-
ertheless, the fit is able to reconstruct the position of the tau-decay vertex to high precision.
4.3.6.1. Intrinsic Resolution
The resolution of the final tau parameters is the combined effect of the track reconstruction
and the application of the kinematic fit adding an unmeasured particle. The result is limited
by the secondary vertex and the derived Gottfied-Jackson angle θGJ. The current algorithm
starts from an approximated value θmaxGJ (see Section 4.1.2). The initial value of the tau mo-
mentum is biased according to (4.1). This offset can be calculated as the difference between
the tau momentum obtained from the maximum θmaxGJ and the true angle θGJ:
∆τ(θGJ, ma1 , pa1) = |~pτ|(θmaxGJ , ma1 , |~pa1 |)− |~pτ|(θGJ, ma1 , |~pa1 |) . (4.20)
Replacing θmaxGJ by using (4.4) in Section 4.1.2.1 and transforming θGJ into the tau rest frame
yields an analytic equation ∆τ(cos θ∗GJ, ma1 , pa1). This expression depends strongly on the
particular value of cos θ∗GJ, as shown in Figure 4.30. For typical a1 parameters it varies over a
broad range of about 40 GeV/c. The Lorentz transformation of cos θGJ results in an asymme-
try in the plotted distribution between the region corresponding to the positive square root
in (4.1) (labeled τ(+)) and the negative one (labeled τ(−)).
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The intrinsic error of the algorithm is estimated by always assuming θGJ = θmaxGJ . One can
calculate the expectation value of (4.20) by
E(ma1 , pa1) ≡ 〈∆τ(cos θ∗GJ, ma1 , pa1)〉 =
1∫
−1
d cos θ∗GJ ∆τ(cos θ
∗
GJ, ma1 , pa1)P(cos θ
∗
GJ) . (4.21)
Here, P(cos θ∗GJ) denotes the probability density of the Gottfied-Jackson angle distribution
in the tau rest frame. The integral is taken over the domain of cos θ∗GJ. The resulting function
E(ma1 , pa1) only depends on the mass of the a1 and its momentum pa1 , and can therefore
be measured to a high precision for a given density. Assuming a uniform distribution for
P(cos θ∗GJ), one obtains the behavior depicted in Figure 4.31. The mean error of the algorithm
vanishes with heavy a1 masses and increases with growing pa1 . The same holds for the
evolution of the one sigma region. The center value of both curves is consistently shifted to
one direction depending on the shape of P(cos θ∗GJ).
Considering a more suitable distributed P(cos θ∗GJ), one can explain the conspicuous offset
of the transverse momentum in gauge-boson sources (Figure 4.27(a)). The calculated depen-
dencies in Figure 4.31 can be qualitatively reproduced in the generated tau decays. Even a
correction of this offset can be derived, especially for the linear increase w.r.t. the a1 momen-
tum. This does not only result in a corrected mean of the transverse-momentum resolution
but also affects its shape. After applying a roughly estimated correction function, one can
obtain a narrow Gaussian shape. The precise equation of this correction has to be adapted to
the particular tau-production mechanism. Also different event selections, e.g. by the high-
level trigger, modify the probability density of the Gottfied-Jackson angle distribution in the
tau rest frame and therefore change the dependencies.
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Figure 4.31.: Dependencies of the expectation value of the tau-momentum resolution
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4.4. Technical Implementation in the CMS Software Framework
The implementation of the kinematic tau fit, as described in Section 4.3.2, is distributed
over several components. The package consists of the InputTrackSelector, the Three-
ProngInputSelector, the KinematicTauCreator, the ThreeProngTauCreator and
the KinematicTauProducer. These modules are located in CMSSW/RecoTauTag/Kine-
maticTau. As illustrated in Figure 4.32, they need to be executed in a specific order. One
should keep in mind that this workflow is only valid for the kinematic reconstruction of 3-
prong tau decays. Additional decay modes can be added by developing appropriate selector
and/or creator modules. The implementation of these additional modules within the fit can
be done in the same way as for the 3-prong tau decays. The structure of the Kinematic-
Tau package is designed to be very flexible, allowing the user for example to specify the
collection of particle candidates or tracks, which shall be used as input for the fit.
The workflow is shown for 3-prong tau decays. It uses particle-flow tau candidates as the
input. While the particle-flow algorithm is executed via the PFTauProducer during the
CMS event reconstruction, the KinematicTau package needs to be subsequently executed
by the user. In the following Sections the different modules are discussed in detail.
4.4.1. The InputTrackSelector and the ThreeProngInputSelector
The InputTrackSelector is used to select particle-flow tau candidates for processing.
This corresponds to the steps described in Section 4.3.2.1. There are several user-definable
switches. First of all, one can set the type of the PFTauProducer. The default for this
option is the fixed cone method. Second, the user can request a minimal number of tau can-
didates, which should be selected by this module. If this number is not reached by an event,
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Figure 4.32.: Technical workflow of the kinematic fit. The specialized reconstruction of
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the return value of the InputTrackSelector is set to false, which results in the abor-
tion of the rest of the workflow for this particular event. In addition, the minimal number
of tracks within the signal cone of the particle-flow tau candidate can be specified. One-
prong and multi-prong decay modes can be efficiently disentangled by this value. Option-
ally, the user can choose to filter particle-flow tau candidates via a set of existing PFTau-
Discriminators. The output of the InputTrackSelector is a set of track collections
and a PFTauRef collection storing all particle-flow tau candidates, which are selected by
the module.
In contrast to the InputTrackSelector, the ThreeProngInputSelector is not inde-
pendent of the tau-decay mode, but specialized in 3-prong tau decays. This module im-
plements the steps and functionalities discussed in Sections 4.3.2.2 to 4.3.2.5. Therefore, it
receives the output of the InputTrackSelector, creates track-triplet combinations out of
the track collections, and deletes duplicates. In order to determine the best track triplet for
a particle-flow tau candidate, a primary vertex collection needs to be provided to this mod-
ule. Within this module the primary vertex is also renewed (see Section 4.3.2.4). The user
can choose to filter the new vertex by the minimal number of tracks, which are used for
the vertex fit and by an upper bound on the normalized χ2 value of the applied vertex fit.
If the new vertex fulfills these criteria, the ThreeProngInputSelector releases it to the
event stream. As for the InputTrackSelector there is a user-definable minimal number
of tau-lepton candidates, which should survive this module. All in all, the output of the
ThreeProngInputSelector consists of a primary vertex, a collection of track triplets and
a PFTauRef collection. The last one is stored to enable an unambiguous reference between
the initial particle-flow tau candidate and the selected track triplet.
4.4.2. The KinematicTauCreator and the ThreeProngTauCreator
The ThreeProngTauCreator derives from the KinematicTauCreator class, which is
implemented as a purely abstract base class. The KinematicTauCreator provides ba-
sic functionalities to interact with the underlying core of the kinematic fit. Furthermore,
the generic retrieval of the refitted tracks and the refitted tau lepton are realized by this
class. As these features are completely independent of a specific tau-decay mode, various
decay-specific refit strategies can be easily deployed within the KinematicTauProducer.
In principle, the execution of the kinematic fit by this class can be done at an arbitrary step
of a physics analysis and does not necessarily need to be performed by a special framework
module.
The ThreeProngTauCreator is a realization of the KinematicTauCreator, which fo-
cusses on the kinematic reconstruction of 3-prong tau decays. With the help of this class,
the physically correct start situation, which is needed by the kinematic fit, is established.
Therefore, as described in Section 4.3.2.6, a primary vertex rotation is applied to achieve
a tau-decay topology of θGJ = θmaxGJ . The tau neutrino is built as a virtual particle within
this process. Its momentum is calculated and initially the Huge Error Method is applied.
Subsequently, all four tau-decay products are handed over to the core of the kinematic fit.
The kinematic fit is performed using a specific set of constraints, which is described in Sec-
tion 4.1.3, and finally delivers the refitted 3-prong tau decay.
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4.4.3. The KinematicTauProducer
The KinematicTauProducer module is a convenient way to control the execution of the
ThreeProngTauCreator or any other realization of the KinematicTauCreator class
within the CMS software framework. The producer needs the output of the ThreeProng-
InputSelector module as input data. It requires a primary vertex, a track triplet for each
potential tau-lepton candidate, and the reference to the initial particle-flow tau collection.
Optionally, the user may specify parameters to control the convergence of the kinematic fit
(see Section 4.3.2.6).
For each event the KinematicTauProducer returns a PFTauCollection and two PF-
TauDiscriminators. The output of the entire workflow is a collection of refitted tau lep-
tons compatible with the initial particle-flow tau collection. However, one should keep in
mind that not every particle-flow tau candidate, which enters this workflow, actually results
in a refitted tau lepton. The PFTauCollection, which is produced by the Kinematic-
TauProducer, consists of the same entries as the initial collection. Only if the kinematic fit
succeeds in creating a refitted tau lepton, a particle-flow tau is created using the four-vector
of the refitted a1 resonance. Accordingly, the vertex of the particle-flow tau is set to the re-
fitted secondary vertex. The cause for taking the momentum of the a1 resonance instead of
that of the tau lepton is to achieve a comparability between the particle-flow algorithm and
the kinematic refit. As particle flow accounts for the visible tau energy (see Section 4.3.1), it
seems reasonable to choose the a1 resonance, as it exactly represents this state. The param-
eters corresponding to the complete tau decay including the fitted neutrino information is
stored as an alternative four-vector.
The updated tau leptons can be selected from the PFTauCollection by a special PFTau-
Discriminator. The discriminator is true for a successfully refitted tau lepton and false
for all other cases. In addition to this, the user may discriminate the refitted tau leptons
on the basis of the quality of the kinematic fit. The return value of the according PFTau-
Discriminator determines if all of the quality criteria are passed by the tau candidate. A
detailed description of the applied quality criteria can be found in Section 4.3.3. It should be
noted that this PFTauDiscriminator corresponds to the set of loose quality criteria only.
In this way it can be efficiently used for a large variety of tau-production processes and thus
a wide range of tau-lepton energies.
5. Leptonic W-Boson Decays
In this Chapter decays of W± bosons with a muon or a tau lepton in the final state are
discussed. The event topology of these decay modes is introduced on generator level. The
selection of W± → τν and W± → µν is developed, and the suppression of background
events is shown. Lepton universality is studied with these two W±-decay modes, and a
sensitivity of the CMS experiment is derived.
At the LHC W± bosons are mainly produced in Drell-Yan-like processes. The valence quark
u (d) of one proton interacts with a sea anti-quark d¯ (u¯) of the opposing proton. As there are
two u valence quarks and only one d valence quark in a proton, there is an excess of the W+
over the W− production at the LHC. CMS has measured the average charge ratio to approx-
imately 1.43 [81]. Figure 5.1 shows the Feynman diagrams for the main processes of single-
W± and W±-pair production at the LHC. The cumulated cross section of the pair-production
processes (Figures 5.1(b) to 5.1(d)) is approximately 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the
single-W± cross section (Figure 5.1(a)) [82]. In this thesis only single-W± events are stud-
ied.
5.1. Event Topology
The following discussion on the event topology of leptonic W± decays is in general inde-
pendent of the specific lepton family. The different lepton masses have nearly no influence
on the observables. Unique characteristics of W± → τν and W± → µν decays are described
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
In case of leptonic W± decays, the three-dimensional momentum vector and the invariant
mass of the W± boson are not accessible experimentally due to the neutrino in the final state.
One characteristic variable for W± decays is the transverse mass MT(W). It is defined as
M2T(W) = [ET(l) + ET(νl)]
2 − [~pT(l) + ~pT(νl)]2 (5.1)
= m(l)2 + m(νl)2 + 2 [ET(l) ET(νl)− pT(l) pT(νl) cos φ] ,
with φ defined as the angle between the transverse momenta of the lepton l and the neu-
trino νl from the W±-boson decay. The masses of the lepton m(l) and the neutrino m(νl)
are small in comparison to the W± mass and can be neglected. This leads to a simplified
formula:
M2T(W) = 2 pT(l) pT(νl) [1− cos φ] . (5.2)
The comparison of the invariant mass and the transverse mass of the W± bosons is illustrated
in Figure 5.2. The invariant mass of the W± bosons peaks sharply around its nominal value.
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Figure 5.1.: Feynman diagrams at tree level for the main production processes of single
W± bosons and W± pairs at the LHC. The diagram in (a) also incorporates the decay of
the W± boson into leptons.
The transverse W± mass is distributed in the interval 0 < MT(W) < MW. It has the shape
of a Jacobian peak with an edge at the W± mass.
Figure 5.3 shows the angular distribution of the W± bosons. The azimuthal angle φ is equally
distributed in its domain −pi < φ ≤ pi. The pseudorapidity peaks at |η| = 5.5. This
value corresponds to a small polar angle θ ≈ 0.009 rad. The transverse momentum pT of
the W± bosons is small w.r.t. the W± mass and peaks below 3 GeV/c (see Figure 5.4). The
longitudinal momentum component pz is symmetrically distributed around zero. The root
mean square (RMS) of the distribution is approximately 550 GeV/c.
The decay of a W± boson into a lepton and a neutrino is described by the kinematics of
two-body decays. In the W± rest frame the lepton and the neutrino emerge back to back to
each other. According to four-momentum conservation both particles have the same three-
momentum
|~p∗l | = |~p∗ν| =
√[
M2W −
(
m2l + m
2
ν
)2] [M2W − (m2l −m2ν)2]
2 MW
.
As the lepton and the neutrino masses are small in comparison to the W± mass, the formula
can be reduced to
|~p∗l | = |~p∗ν| =
MW
2
.
In the CMS laboratory frame this relation is modified by the finite W± momentum. In Fig-
ure 5.5 the flight direction of the lepton and the neutrino is compared in azimuthal angle φ
and polar angle θ. Due to the relatively small transverse momentum of the W± boson, the
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Figure 5.2.: Normalized distributions of the invariant mass and transverse mass of the
W± boson. The transverse mass is calculated according to (5.2) with the generated mo-
mentum vectors.
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Figure 5.4.: Momentum components of the W± boson in the transverse and longitudinal
plane.
two daughter particles are still nearly back-to-back in the transverse plane. The longitudinal
momentum of the W± boson can reach large values (see right plot in Figure 5.4). This leads
to a distribution of the difference of the polar angle θ, which peaks at zero. The lepton and
the neutrino are mainly boosted in the same hemisphere (+z or −z) under a similar polar
angle.
The lepton and the neutrino are mono-energetic in the W± rest frame, but not in the labora-
tory frame. As shown in Figure 5.6, the transverse energy of the lepton rises from 0 GeV to
the edge at MW/2. This distribution is crucial for the efficiency of the lepton triggers, which
rely on certain transverse-energy thresholds. Another important variable is the distribution
of the pseudorapidity of the lepton. As tau leptons and muons are reconstructed with the
inner tracker, the flight trajectory of the particles need to remain within its acceptance re-
gion. Otherwise the leptons are not reconstructed. The right plot in Figure 5.6 depicts the
pseudorapidity of the lepton. About 70 % of the leptons are emitted within the acceptance
region |η| < 2.5 of the inner tracker.
5.2. The Decay W→ τν
In this Section the decay of W± bosons into particles of the third lepton family is studied.
The emerging tau lepton is supposed to decay into three charged pions and one neutrino.
The decay chain is
q q¯′ →W+ → τ+ντ → 3pi± ν¯τ + ντ . (5.3)
Unless otherwise mentioned, the charge conjugated decay of the W− bosons is implicitly
included in the following discussions.
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Figure 5.5.: Comparison of the lepton and the neutrino from the W± decay in azimuthal
angle φ and polar angle θ.
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Figure 5.6.: Transverse energy and pseudorapidity distribution of the lepton from the
W± decay.
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primary vertex
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miss
Figure 5.7.: Topology of the decay W+ → τ+ντ → 3pi± ν¯τ + ντ in the transverse plane.
Vectors and distances are not to scale.
In Figure 5.7 the topology of the W± decay is illustrated in the transverse plane. The three
charged pions are the only measurable particles. Their tracks are highly focussed and emerge
from a displaced vertex. The distance between the primary and the secondary vertex is
shown in Figure 5.8. Due to the large W± momenta parallel to the beam, the separation
from the primary vertex is nearly 1 order of magnitude larger in the z-coordinate than in the
x, y-plane.
The neutrinos from the tau-lepton decay and from the W± decay are not measured. The
missing transverse energy EmissT is an indirect and incomplete measure of the neutrino mo-
menta. It is the vectorial sum of the momenta of both neutrinos and additional invisible
particles from the proton-remnants. Figure 5.9 shows the angular distribution of the neu-
trinos and their transverse-momentum ratio. The two neutrinos are nearly back-to-back in
the transverse plane. On average the transverse momentum of the neutrino from the tau
decay is 4 times smaller than the corresponding value of the neutrino from the W± decay.
This results in a missing transverse energy, which is nearly back-to-back to the transverse
momentum of the tau lepton.
In Figure 5.10 the missing transverse energy is illustrated for two scenarios. The solid line
corresponds to the transverse energy of the neutrino from the W± decay only. It is the ideal
representation of the missing transverse energy as it assumes the full reconstruction of the
tau lepton and the absence of any other unmeasured particles in the event. The dashed line
comes from the vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of the neutrinos from the W± decay
and the tau-lepton decay. This variable should be similar to the missing transverse energy,
which is reconstructed by the particle-flow algorithm. As already discussed in Chapter 4,
particle flow only reconstructs the visible part of the tau lepton and calculates the missing
transverse energy on the basis of this information.
5.2.1. Event Reconstruction
The reconstruction of W± → τν events focusses on two main parts. First, the tau lepton
needs to be identified and reconstructed by the kinematic fit (see Chapter 4). Second, the
missing transverse energy is calculated on the basis of particle candidates, which are built
by the particle-flow algorithm. If both observables are available in an event, characteristic
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sponds to the neutrino from the tau decay. The denominator is equal to the transverse
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Figure 5.10.: Distribution of the missing transverse energy for the decay W± → τν.
The solid line corresponds to the missing transverse energy of the event in case of a
fully reconstructed tau lepton. The dashed distribution incorporates the unmeasured
neutrino from the tau-lepton decay.
variables, like the transverse W± mass, are calculated with the help of this information. With
respect to the test of lepton universality in Section 5.4, the selection of W± → τν events is
not based on tau-lepton triggers as in Chapter 4. The following distributions do not incor-
porate any event selection by online triggers. Only the quality criteria of the kinematic fit
are applied. This set is optimized for W± decays and differs slightly from the quality criteria
used in Chapter 4. In this Section the W± → τν → 3-pion dataset (see Appendix A) is used
exclusively. The event selection and the specific choice of quality criteria are described in
Section 5.2.3.
The resolution of the tau-lepton momentum is illustrated in Figure 5.11. For the transverse
and the longitudinal momentum the resolution has a symmetric shape. In contrast to Fig-
ure 4.27 the systematic offset is small. The angular resolution of the tau-lepton momentum
is the same as in Figure 4.26.
For the calculation of the transverse mass of the W± boson, it is useful to study the impact
of the two neutrinos. The missing transverse energy incorporates both neutrinos of the W±-
decay chain. The neutrino momentum of the tau-lepton decay ~p(ν¯τ) is reconstructed by
the kinematic fit. The missing transverse energy can be corrected by this neutrino momen-
tum in order to obtain the transverse momentum of the tau neutrino from the W±-boson
decay ~pT(ντ):
~pT(ντ) = ~EmissT − ~pT(ν¯τ) . (5.4)
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(a) Resolution of the transverse momentum.
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(b) Resolution of the longitudinal momentum.
Figure 5.11.: Momentum resolution of the kinematically fitted tau lepton. Only the qual-
ity criteria of the kinematic fit are applied in these plots. An event selection is not de-
ployed.
Inserting (5.4) in (5.2) leads to the final formula for the transverse mass of the W± boson:
M2T(W) = 2 pT(τ) |~EmissT − ~pT(ν¯τ)| [1− cos φ] . (5.5)
The angle φ is measured between the corrected missing transverse energy and the transverse
momentum of the kinematic tau lepton pT(τ). The reconstruction of the transverse W± mass
is now possible. All variables in (5.5) are experimentally accessible.
In Figure 5.12 the EmissT distribution of the particle-flow algorithm is shown in comparison
to the generated distribution. As already discussed in the previous Section, the particle-flow
algorithm includes both neutrinos in the calculation of the missing transverse energy. The
resulting distribution is comparable to the dashed curve in Figure 5.10. To obtain an ob-
servable, which is equivalent to the generated EmissT , the reconstructed value of the particle-
flow algorithm is corrected by the kinematically fitted neutrino of the tau-lepton decay. The
dashed line in Figure 5.12 corresponds to the result of (5.4). The mean is shifted towards
the edge of the generated distribution. As a drawback the width of the distribution is quite
broad. This effect is mainly due to the intrinsic resolution of the kinematic tau fit, as de-
scribed in Section 4.3.6.1. One should keep in mind that the results of the particle-flow al-
gorithm are shown only for events, which incorporate a kinematically fitted tau lepton and
pass the quality criteria of the kinematic fit. The tau-lepton candidate of the particle-flow
algorithm, which is used as the input of the kinematic fit, is selected.
The reconstruction of the transverse W± mass is illustrated in Figure 5.13. For the particle-
flow algorithm MT(W) is calculated according to (5.2). The transverse momentum of the tau-
lepton candidate is taken as the transverse lepton momentum pT(l). The transverse neutrino
momentum of the W± decay pT(νl) is represented by the missing transverse energy. The
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Figure 5.12.: Reconstruction of the missing transverse energy in the decay W± → τν.
The solid line corresponds to the generated EmissT as in Figure 5.10. The dotted distribu-
tion is the missing transverse energy reconstructed by the particle-flow algorithm. The
dashed curve shows the correction of the latter distribution by the fitted neutrino of the
tau-lepton decay.
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Figure 5.13.: Reconstruction of the transverse mass of the W± boson in the decay W± →
τν. The solid line corresponds to the generated MT(W) as in Figure 5.2. The dotted
distribution is the transverse W± mass reconstructed by the particle-flow algorithm. The
dashed curve shows the inclusion of the kinematic tau lepton.
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Figure 5.14.: Normalized distribution of the Gottfried-Jackson angle in the tau rest frame.
distribution of the transverse W± mass shows a similar behavior as the EmissT calculation of
the particle-flow algorithm. The mean is shifted towards smaller values w.r.t. the generated
distribution of MT(W). The calculation of the transverse W± mass with kinematically fitted
tau leptons (according to (5.5)) provides a distribution with a maximum near the generated
edge at MW/2.
In Figure 5.14 the Gottfried-Jackson angle in the tau rest frame is shown for the matched
generator information. PYTHIA generates tau leptons with a uniformly distributed cos θ∗GJ.
The distribution in Figure 5.14 is not flat and has an asymmetric shape. This effect is due
to the track reconstruction, the kinematic fit, and the application of the quality criteria. The
momentum resolution of the kinematic tau lepton shows only small systematic offsets (see
Figure 5.11), but in the calculation of the transverse W± mass these deviations enter quadrat-
ically. Therefore, the transverse-mass spectrum of the W± boson is broadened. The intrinsic
resolution of the kinematic fit can be optimized by the modification of the magnitude of
the tau-lepton momentum w.r.t. kinematic a1 parameters. A simple linear approach is given
by
|~p(τ)′| = |~p(τ)| − a− b · pT(a1)− c ·m(a1) , with a, b, c ∈ R. (5.6)
Figure 5.15 illustrates the dependencies of the tau-momentum resolution on the transverse
momentum and the mass of the a1 resonance. Based on these plots an estimate of the free
parameters in (5.6) is a = 12 GeV/c, b = 0.9, and c = −28.0. The transverse W± mass,
which derives from the modification of the tau-lepton momentum, is depicted in Figure 5.16.
The MT(W) reconstruction before and after the momentum correction is compared to the
generated distribution. The modified distribution is narrower than the uncorrected one and
improves the reconstruction of the transverse W± mass.
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Figure 5.15.: Dependency of the tau-momentum resolution on the transverse momentum
and the mass of the a1 resonance.
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Figure 5.16.: Reconstruction of the transverse W± mass with momentum-corrected kine-
matic tau leptons. The solid line corresponds to the generated MT(W). The dashed curve
shows the reconstructed MT(W) by kinematic tau leptons. The dotted distribution is the
reconstructed MT(W) by momentum-corrected kinematic tau leptons according to (5.6).
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Although this correction may enhance the selection of W± → τν events, the free parame-
ters in (5.6) lead to additional systematic uncertainties. With regard to the study of lepton
universality in Section 5.4, the correction of the intrinsic resolution of the kinematic fit is not
applied in the following discussions.
5.2.2. Background Events
The topology of the signal in (5.3) can be imitated by several background processes. There
are particles other than W± bosons, which decay into tau leptons, and jets from quarks and
gluons can fake the signature of tau leptons in the detector (see Chapter 4). In the selection of
W± → τν events four background processes are studied. In Appendix A the datasets and the
cross sections are listed. Without any event selections QCD processes are the main source of
background events. The cross section of these processes is approximately 5000 times larger
than the one of the signal. Although the kinematic fit of the tau leptons is able to reduce the
amount of fake tau leptons, the huge number of QCD events leads to a significant quantity
of jets, which fulfill all quality criteria.
The second class of background processes consists of events, which contain real tau leptons.
Only the τ → 3pi±+ ντ decay is considered as signal. All tau leptons not decaying into three
charged pions and one neutrino are background in this analysis. Events like W± → τν →
non-3-pion are a major source of background. Their event topology can be very similar to
the signal decay. The cumulated cross section of these processes is
σW±→τν→non-3-pion = σW± · B
(
W± → τν) · (1−B(τ → 3pi± + ντ)) = 7.3842 nb .
It is 1 order of magnitude larger than the cross section of the signal process. For the discus-
sion of the signal selection in Section 5.2.3, the W± → τν→ non-3-pion events are extracted
from the inclusive W± → τν → X dataset with the help of the generated event informa-
tion.
Another source of tau leptons are Z0 → ττ decays. The two tau leptons are nearly back-
to-back in the transverse plane of the CMS detector. If both tau leptons are identified and
reconstructed, these events are not critical for the selection of W± → τν events. The exis-
tence of a second tau lepton in the opposing hemisphere clearly contrasts with the single-tau
production in W± decays. But, if only one of the two tau leptons is reconstructed, the event
topology can be similar to W± decays: one reconstructed tau lepton back-to-back to the
missing transverse energy of the event. In 17 % of the Z0 → ττ events at least one tau lepton
decays into three charge pions and one neutrino. The cross section of this decay mode is
σZ0→ττ→3-pion+X = σZ0→ττ→X ·
[
B(τ → 3pi± + ντ) · 2−B(τ → 3pi± + ντ)2] = 125.1 pb .
These events are suppressed by nearly a factor of 6 w.r.t. the signal (see Appendix A). If
only the 3-pion decay is reconstructed, these events are an important background in the
W± → τν selection. The transverse-energy spectrum of the reconstructed tau lepton is
similar to the ET distribution in W± decays. The misreconstructed second hemisphere leads
to a fake missing transverse energy.
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With regard to the test for lepton universality in Section 5.4, it is essential to study the con-
tamination of W± → µν decays in the selection of W± → τν events. Therefore, these de-
cays are also considered as background. The cross section of W± → µν decays is approxi-
mately 1 order of magnitude larger than σW±→τν→3-pion.
5.2.3. Event Selection
The selection of W+ → l+νl decays is divided in two steps. First of all, the events need to be
selected by the Level-1 Trigger and the HLT. Afterwards, a decay-specific offline selection is
applied to the triggered events. The different trigger paths are set by the CMS collaboration
and cannot be modified by a single user. For the study of lepton universality in Section 5.4, it
is useful to trigger W+ → l+νl events independently from the lepton family in the final state.
Flavor-dependent paths, like muon and tau-lepton triggers, are not used in the following
discussion.
As shown in Section 5.1, the missing transverse energy is a flavor-independent observable.
The current HLT menu features several EmissT paths. They differ from each other by the
threshold, which needs to be surpassed. The lowest threshold is 45 GeV. With regard to the
EmissT distribution in Figure 5.10, this threshold is too high to trigger W
+ → l+νl events. At
high LHC luminosities the thresholds even need to be raised to limit the rate of the EmissT trig-
gers. At present the EmissT calculation in the HLT is based on the calorimetry information.
Future HLT menus may include particle-flow techniques for the reconstruction of jets and
missing transverse energy [83]. This approach may allow to lower the EmissT threshold and
keep the trigger rate at an acceptable level.
For the selection of W± → τν and W± → µν events, a new trigger is proposed. It combines
the missing transverse energy and its topology. The EmissT topology is defined as
T (EmissT ) :=
EmissT
EsumT
. (5.7)
EsumT is the scalar sum of the transverse components of the energy of individual calorimeter
towers. The EmissT topology is a dimensionless scalar, with 0 ≤ T (EmissT ) ≤ 1. It is a mea-
sure of the relative strength of the missing transverse energy w.r.t. the cumulated transverse
energy of the event. A trigger with a low EmissT threshold in combination with an appro-
priate requirement for the topology of the missing transverse energy is able to efficiently
select W+ → l+νl decays while suppressing a large amount of QCD events. In addition, the
EmissT threshold suppresses disturbing effects caused by calorimeter noise.
Figure 5.17 illustrates the EmissT distribution and the E
miss
T topology for the signal and the
background processes discussed in Section 5.2.2. The missing transverse energies of the
W± → τν → 3-pion events are similar to Figure 5.12. The maximum is slightly shifted
to lower values. This is due to events, in which the tau lepton is not reconstructed. For
W± → µν decays the EmissT distribution is close to the shape of the generated neutrino from
the W± decay. Events that failed the reconstruction of the muon lead to a slope at small
missing transverse energies. The EmissT distributions of the QCD processes, the Z
0 decays,
and the W± → τν→ non-3-pion events peak at lower values. In case of the QCD processes,
the missing transverse energy comes from statistical fluctuations of the angular distribution
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(b) EmissT topology.
Figure 5.17.: EmissT distribution and E
miss
T topology for signal and background processes.
The datasets are all scaled to integral one.
of the emerging particles, thus it is small. In Z0 decays the missing transverse energy is
shifted to low energies as the impact of neutrinos in both tau decays cancels to a certain ex-
tent. The majority of tau leptons decays to one charged particle and neutrinos. The energy
fraction of the neutrinos is larger w.r.t. the 3-prong case. Therefore, the missing transverse
energy of W± → τν → non-3-pion events is lower than in the W± → τν → 3-pion case.
As the missing transverse energy directly enters in the calculation of the EmissT topology, the
discussed physics processes can be differentiated. One should note that the depicted distri-
butions in Figure 5.17 are based on particle-flow candidates and incorporate only subsets of
the available datasets.
To reduce the size of the QCD dataset, a combined trigger with loose criteria is applied to
all datasets. The skimming of the datasets is done by selecting events, which pass a miss-
ing transverse energy EmissT > 20 GeV. In addition, the events need to have a E
miss
T topol-
ogy T (EmissT ) > 0.15. Both requirements simulate the application of the proposed combined
trigger. The calculation of the missing transverse energy and the EmissT topology is done with
particle-flow candidates. The HLT_L1MET20 trigger has been studied, too. This HLT path
is actually designed for monitoring purposes instead of physics applications and requires
EmissT > 20 GeV. Unfortunately, W
± → µν decays are hardly triggered. This is due to the
calculation of the missing transverse energy in the HLT, which is solely based on calorimeter
towers. Muons deposit only small amounts of energy in the calorimeters. Therefore, the
missing transverse energy is small, and the selection efficiency of W± → µν events is low.
The implementation of particle flow in the HLT can fix this issue. For this reason existing
HLT paths are not used in this analysis.
Table 5.1 lists the trigger efficiency and the resulting number of events for signal and back-
ground processes. For the sake of completeness, the trigger efficiency is shown for the
Z0 → µµ decay. This dataset is not studied here. It will be used in Section 5.3 for the se-
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Table 5.1.: Efficiency of the combined trigger (EmissT > 20 GeV & T (EmissT ) > 0.15) for
signal and background processes. The reduced cross sections of the physics processes
and the remaining number of events for each dataset are given.
event type trigger efficiency σ in pb events
W± → τν→ 3-pion 54.5× 10−2 397.8 54473
W± → τν→ non-3-pion 34.7× 10−2 2556.9 688711
W± → τν→ X 36.4× 10−2 2954.7 795854
W± → µν 52.7× 10−2 4019.8 198339
Z0 → ττ → X 18.2× 10−2 132.5 18209
Z0 → µµ 14.9× 10−2 108.2 370487
QCD 7.1× 10−3 24744.9 299781
lection of W± → µν events. In total, the application of the combined trigger enhances the
signal-to-QCD ratio by nearly 2 orders of magnitude. The total signal-to-background ratio
for the study of W± → τν → 3-pion decays, calculated with the triggered cross sections of
all datasets, is O(10−2).
In the following, the offline selection of W± → τν events is presented. The idea is to use the
characteristic decay topologies to efficiently select signal events and suppress as many back-
ground events as possible. A possible set of criteria, which is applied to different event ob-
servables, is presented. For illustration the distribution of each observable is shown directly
after the trigger. The corresponding n−1 plots are investigated to understand correlations
between the selection criteria, but are not shown here.
To begin with, the events need to have a missing transverse energy EmissT > 25 GeV and a
EmissT topology larger than 20 %. Figure 5.18 shows the distributions for signal and back-
ground processes. The tightening of the EmissT criterion reduces background from QCD pro-
cesses and Z0 → ττ decays. Although the combined trigger is already applied to the
datasets, the EmissT topology is a powerful discriminant against QCD processes. The steep
spectrum separates the QCD processes from the broad distribution of the vector-boson de-
cays. The impact of the EmissT -topology criterion is small for the signal decay.
The W± → τν selection requires at least one kinematic tau lepton in each event. This means,
the particle-flow algorithm is able to provide at least one suitable tau candidate for the kine-
matic fit, and the application of the fit is successful. The kinematic tau leptons are discrimi-
nated by the quality criteria of the kinematic fit. In Chapter 4 a generic set of quality criteria
is presented. In this event selection the criterion on the invariant mass of the a1 resonance
is tightened. The rest of the set is not altered. A discussion of the criteria interrelations for
the revised set of quality criteria is not given here. Figure 5.19 shows the ma1 distribution
for signal and background processes. The mass threshold is set to ma1 > 1 GeV/c
2. Real
3-prong tau decays peak at large values. In contrast, the invariant mass of the visible part
of the tau lepton in background processes is shifted to low values. This is due to fake tau
leptons, which are built from random track triplets not belonging to a real tau-lepton decay.
In addition, non-3-prong tau decays have smaller a1 masses.
The amount of events with at least one kinematic tau lepton is depicted in Figure 5.20(a).
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(b) EmissT topology.
Figure 5.18.: W± → τν selection: Missing transverse energy and EmissT topology for sig-
nal and background processes. All distributions are scaled to integral one. The lower
part of the plots shows the signal-to-background ratio on the left axis. The purity, the
efficiency, and the product of efficiency and purity are given on the right ordinate. The
variables are drawn as spline-interpolated functions of the numerical value of the selec-
tion criterion. The shaded region illustrates the rejected interval. On the right ordinate
the maxima of the variables are all scaled to one.
About half of the signal events fulfills this requirement. In contrast, the W± → µν decay
is reduced by nearly a factor of 25. Figure 5.21(b) shows the impact of the quality criteria
of the kinematic fit for signal and background processes. As already seen in Section 4.3.5,
the set of quality criteria enhances the identification of tau leptons and allows for an efficient
suppression of fake tau candidates. The W± → µν decay and the QCD processes are reduced
by more than 2 orders of magnitude. If there is more than one kinematic tau lepton in an
event, the candidate, which is most back-to-back to the missing transverse energy, is chosen
for further processing. The rest of the tau candidates is taken as background.
In W± → τν events the opposing region w.r.t. the transverse momentum of the selected
kinematic tau lepton is expected to be free of high-energetic jets or leptons. Otherwise, the
missing transverse energy is reduced, and the events are suppressed by the combined trig-
ger. For the background processes two main mechanisms lead to jets and leptons in the recoil
region. First, the selected tau lepton is fake, thus the angle between its transverse momen-
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Figure 5.19.: W± → τν selection: Invariant mass of the a1 resonance for signal and back-
ground processes. All distributions are scaled to integral one. Tau-lepton candidates
need an a1 mass greater than 1.0 GeV/c2 to pass this requirement.
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(a) Events with at least one kinematic tau lepton.
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(b) Quality criteria of the kinematic fit.
Figure 5.20.: W± → τν selection: Amount of events with at least one kinematic tau
lepton and quality criteria of the kinematic fit for signal and background processes. All
distributions are scaled to integral one.
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(b) Number of recoil leptons.
Figure 5.21.: W± → τν selection: Number of jets and leptons in the recoil region of the
selected kinematic tau lepton for signal and background processes. All distributions are
scaled to integral one. The recoil region has to be free of leptons and jets to fulfill these
requirements.
tum and the missing transverse energy is not constrained. The recoil region corresponds to a
random sector in the transverse plane, which is likely to contain jets and leptons. The second
reason is the pair production of tau leptons in Z0 decays. If one of the tau leptons decays to
three prongs and the other one to a lighter lepton or a single charged hadron, the missing
transverse energy of the event may be large enough to pass the trigger requirements. In
addition, the recoil region of the 3-prong decay includes a lepton or a jet from the charged
hadron.
Figure 5.21 shows the number of leptons and jets in the recoil region of the selected kinematic
tau candidate for signal and background processes. The opening angle of the recoil region is
set to 1 rad. Only particle-flow jets with a transverse energy ET > 30 GeV are counted. The
number of leptons is calculated by the sum of electrons and muons, which are reconstructed
by algorithms described in [84, 85], and kinematic tau leptons. For the selection of W± →
τν events, the recoil region has to be free of leptons and jets. The majority of signal events
fulfills this requirement, whereas a substantial amount of background events has one or
more jets or leptons in the recoil region.
As described in Figure 5.5, the tau lepton and the tau neutrino from W± decays are nearly
back-to-back in the transverse plane. The difference in the azimuthal angles of two particles
can be expressed by the acoplanarity A. For W+ → τ+ντ decays the acoplanarity is defined
as
A(W) := 1− |φ(ντ)− φ(τ+)|/pi .
If the tau lepton and the tau neutrino are exactly back-to-back to each other in the transverse
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(b) Transverse W± momentum.
Figure 5.22.: W± → τν selection: Acoplanarity and transverse W± momentum for signal
and background processes. All distributions are scaled to integral one. The purpose of
the lower part of the plots is described in the caption of Figure 5.18.
plane, the acoplanarity is equal to zero. For reconstructed events A(W) is calculated with
the azimuthal angles of the kinematic tau lepton and the missing transverse energy.
In Figure 5.22(a) the acoplanarity is depicted for signal and background processes. The
distribution of the signal events peaks at zero and has a steep slope towards large values
of A(W). The few events with a large acoplanarity are mainly caused by a wrong selec-
tion of the kinematic tau lepton. The background processes, except the W± → µν decay,
peak at zero, too. In analogy to the signal decay, this behavior is expected for W± → τν →
non-3-pion decays. For the QCD processes and the Z0 → ττ → X decays, this feature
can be explained by the applied trigger. The events, which pass the trigger, mimic a large
EmissT topology. In case of QCD processes, the jet, which caused the imbalance of the trans-
verse energy, is likely to fake the tau lepton and thus is nearly back-to-back to the missing
transverse energy of the event. As already discussed, in Z0 → ττ events the large EmissT topol-
ogy comes from two different tau-decay modes or from the misreconstruction of one hemi-
sphere. The former case also explains the rise of the distribution at large acoplanarities. In
this situation the less-energetic tau decay was selected by the analysis. In QCD events this
effect is caused by two opposing jets and the identification of the less-energetic jet as the tau
candidate. For the W± → µν decay the distribution of the acoplanarity is flat. The direc-
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Figure 5.23.: W± → τν selection: Transverse mass of the W± boson for signal and back-
ground processes. All distributions are scaled to integral one. The purpose of the lower
part of the plot is described in the caption of Figure 5.18.
tion of the transverse momentum of the selected fake tau lepton is random w.r.t. the missing
transverse energy. As the acoplanarity distributions are much broader for the background
processes than for signal events, the W± → τν selection is enhanced by applying an upper
limit of A(W) < 0.06.
Figure 5.22(b) shows the transverse momentum of the W± boson for signal and background
processes. It is calculated by the vectorial sum of the transverse momentum of the selected
kinematic tau lepton and the missing transverse energy. For the signal process a distribution
comparable to the left plot in Figure 5.4 is expected. The reconstructed spectrum peaks at ap-
proximately 5 GeV/c. This is larger than the generated peak at 2 GeV/c. The over-estimation
of the transverse W± momentum is caused by the resolution of the missing transverse en-
ergy and the intrinsic resolution of the kinematic fit. The background processes, except the
Z0 → ττ decays, show broad transverse-momentum spectra with maxima at larger values.
The pT distribution of the Z0 → ττ decays is broader than for the signal decay, but also peaks
at low values. The maximum at low transverse momenta is due to the trigger selection and
the appearance of real 3-prong tau decays. To substantially suppress background processes,
the transverse momentum of the W± boson is bound to pT(W) < 10 GeV/c.
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Figure 5.24.: Interrelations of the selection criteria for W± → τν → 3-pion events. The
numerical values are given in percent.
The final selection criterion is the transverse mass of the W± boson. Figure 5.23 illustrates
the corresponding distribution for signal and background decays. For the signal process
the transverse-mass spectrum is similar to the non-triggered distribution in Figure 5.13. The
mean is shifted a little bit towards higher values. Related to the previously discussed trans-
verse momentum of the W± boson, the MT(W) distributions of the background processes
differ from the signal distribution. For QCD processes the transverse W± mass peaks at zero
and has a second maximum close to the peak region of the signal. The latter peak comes
from the EmissT requirement of the trigger. The fake tau leptons are combined with a miss-
ing transverse energy of at least 20 GeV in the calculation of the transverse W± mass. If the
acoplanarity of the fake W± candidate is small, MT(W) peaks at approximately 50 GeV/c2.
The flat acoplanarity distribution and the Jacobian peak of the missing transverse energy in
W± → µν events lead to a maximum below 40 GeV/c2. W± → τν→ non-3-pion events have
a maximum at approximately 50 GeV/c2. The distribution of the Z0 → ττ events features a
maximum, which is very close to the peak position of the signal events. The transverse
W± mass is especially useful to suppress QCD processes and W± → µν events. The selec-
tion criterion is set to MT(W) < 70 GeV/c2. This requirement enhances the signal-to-QCD
ratio by 1 order of magnitude.
To study the influence of the criteria on each other, the interrelations are calculated according
to Section 4.3.3.1. Figure 5.24 shows the criteria interrelations for the signal events. The cor-
responding matrices for the background processes are summarized in Figure C.1. Except for
the requirement of at least one kinematic tau lepton and the fulfillment of the quality criteria
of the kinematic fit, the interrelations are positive and large for signal events. In contrast, the
entries in the background matrices are mainly negative. In case of QCD processes and the
W± → µν decay, this behavior is most evident. Based on the observed criteria interrelations,
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Table 5.2.: W± → τν selection: Efficiencies of the selection criteria for signal and back-
ground processes. W→ ¬ 3pi is an abbreviation for the W± → τν→ non-3-pion decays.
The given efficiencies are stand-alone values. Rows (2) to (10) are based on triggered
events. Rows (5) to (10) require at least one kinematic tau lepton in the event.
selection criterion selection efficiency in %
W→ τν W→ ¬ 3pi W→ µν Z→ ττ QCD
(1) combined trigger 54.5 34.7 52.7 18.2 0.7
(2) EmissT > 25 GeV 77.4 75.7 88.9 67.1 54.1
(3) T (EmissT ) > 0.2 82.4 75.6 84.7 75.4 22.1
(4) nkin. tau leptons > 0 45.6 22.9 4.2 18.1 44.5
(5) quality criteria 43.3 4.8 0.2 33.6 1.1
(6) nrecoil jets < 1 99.5 93.0 86.3 94.7 59.3
(7) nrecoil leptons < 1 80.7 64.1 57.4 50.1 51.6
(8) A(W) < 0.06 78.2 34.8 8.3 66.9 41.5
(9) pT(W) < 10 GeV/c 71.5 16.1 2.7 55.2 29.3
(10) MT(W) > 70 GeV/c2 63.7 28.7 3.2 56.3 10.3
cumulated efficiency in % 3.4 5.4 · 10−2 < 10−4 16.9 · 10−2 ∼ 4.3 · 10−5
cross section in pb 24.7 4.0 < 10−2 1.2 ∼ 1.5
the W± → τν selection shows a high potential to enhance the signal-to-background ratio.
Table 5.2 lists the stand-alone efficiencies of the selection criteria, the cumulated efficiency
of the whole W± → τν selection, and the resulting cross section of the involved processes.
The two plots in Figure 5.25 visualize the data in Table 5.2 for the triggered datasets. All
in all, 3.4 % of the signal events pass the selection. The suppression of the background pro-
cesses varies from approximately 3 to 7 orders of magnitude. The QCD processes and the
W± → µν decay are reduced the most. If one calculates the corresponding cross sections,
the main background contribution comes from W± → τν → non-3-pion decays, followed
by QCD processes and Z → ττ decays. The cross section of the W → µν decay is an upper
limit. There are no events in the corresponding dataset, which pass the seventh selection
criterion in Table 5.2. The value is estimated by the inverse of the number of events in the
W± → µν dataset. The test for lepton universality in Section 5.4 is not affected by this small
contamination. Therefore, it is save to neglect the contribution of the W± → µν decay in the
W± → τν selection.
The lower plot of Figure 5.25(b) illustrates the development of the signal-to-background ra-
tio, the signal efficiency, and the purity of the selected events within the W± → τν selection.
Although the order of the selection criteria is arbitrary, one can identify the impact of the dif-
ferent criteria. The final signal-to-background ratio is S/B = 3.7. The corresponding purity
of the selected events is Pτ ≈ 80 %. One should keep in mind that these results are based
on a limited size of the QCD dataset. Only 18 out of 4.2 × 107 simulated events pass the
W± → τν selection. The relative statistical uncertainty of this rate is σQCD = 1/
√
18 ≈ 24 %.
The actual rate of the QCD processes needs to be determined by data-driven methods (see
Chapter 6). The other datasets, except for W± → µν, are large enough to derive a statistically
meaningful amount of simulated events, which pass the selection criteria.
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(a) Stand-alone efficiencies.
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(b) Cumulated efficiencies.
Figure 5.25.: Stand-alone and cumulated efficiencies of the W± → τν selection.
5.3. The Decay W→ µν
The decay of W+ bosons into an anti-muon and a muon neutrino is studied in analogy to the
previous Section. The W± → µν decay has a cleaner signature in the CMS detector than the
W± → τν decay. Due to the long lifetime of the muon of τµ = 2.2× 10−6 s [3] they appear as
stable particles in CMS. This leads to the following decay chain:
q q¯′ →W+ → µ+νµ . (5.8)
The cross section of this process is 1 order of magnitude larger than the cross section of the
W+ → τ+ντ → 3pi± ν¯τ + ντ decay. The charge conjugated decay W− → µ−ν¯µ is implicitly
included in the following discussions.
5.3.1. Event Reconstruction
The reconstruction of W± → µν events includes the reconstruction of the signal muon and
the calculation of the missing transverse energy. CMS has an excellent resolution of the
muon momentum, as illustrated in Figure 2.6(a), and a high muon-identification efficiency
(see Figure 2.7(a)). The determination of the missing transverse energy is taken from the
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Figure 5.26.: Reconstruction of the missing transverse energy and the transverse
W± mass in the decay W± → µν. The solid lines correspond to the generated observ-
ables. The dashed distributions are the reconstructed event characteristics.
particle-flow algorithm. The reconstruction of the transverse mass of the W± boson is de-
rived from (5.2):
M2T(W) = 2 pT(µ) E
miss
T [1− cos φ] . (5.9)
In contrast to W± → τν decays, the muon reconstruction provides the full information on
the lepton momentum. Figure 5.26 shows the reconstruction of the missing transverse en-
ergy and the transverse W± mass in comparison to the generated distributions. As in Sec-
tion 5.2.1, no online selection is applied in these plots. In case of W± → τν decays, the
distributions are smeared out due to the unmeasured neutrino in the tau-lepton decay (see
Figures 5.12 and 5.13). For the W± → µν decay the reconstructed distributions of the missing
transverse energy and the transverse W± mass fit the generated shapes. The reconstructed
mean is close to the generated value. In both cases the left slope of the generated Jacobian
peak is precisely described by the reconstructed variable. Only the right edge is somewhat
smeared out.
5.3.2. Background Events
The signature of W± → µν events can be faked by various physics processes. The muon is
the only measured particle of the signal decay. In principal, any event with a reconstructed
muon at typical energies for W± decays is a potential background candidate. The muon
identification in CMS is hardly affected by fake muons. For this reason only real muons
contribute to the background. The considered physics processes are given in Appendix A.
They are chosen as such that both W± selections in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.3.3 are comparable.
In QCD processes muons are mainly produced by charged-pion decays. The branching ratio
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of the pi+ → µ+νµ decay is almost 100 % [3]. Without an appropriate event selection the
initial signal-to-QCD ratio is O(10−4). As already discussed in Section 5.2.2, QCD events
are expected to have only small missing transverse energies.
The decay of the Z0 bosons into muon pairs can lead to a substantial background contri-
bution. As Z0 bosons predominantly appear in Drell-Yan processes, both muons are nearly
back-to-back in the transverse plan. Therefore, Z0 → µµ events are expected to have only
minor EmissT topologies. But, if one of the muons is not reconstructed, the transverse mo-
mentum of the remaining muon is almost back-to-back to the resulting missing transverse
energy. Due to similar masses of the Z0 and the W± bosons, the transverse muon energies
are also comparable. The cross section of the Z0 → µµ decay is approximately 1 order of
magnitude smaller than the cross section of the signal process.
The signal process is also imitated by W± → τν decays, if the tau lepton decays into a muon
and two neutrinos. As for signal events, the reconstructed muon is nearly back-to-back to
the missing transverse energy. The energy of these muons is shared with the two neutrinos
of the tau-lepton decay. In comparison to the signal decay, the muon momentum and the
missing transverse energy are smaller. The cross section of this background process is
σW±→τν→µ+3ν = σW± · B
(
W+ → τ+ντ
) · B(τ+ → µ+ νµ ν¯τ) = 1.4087 nb .
In addition to this decay chain, muons are produced in tau-lepton decays via an intermediate
charged pion: τ+ → pi+ ν¯τ → µ+ νµ ν¯τ. Due to the macroscopic flight distance of pions the
muons do not originate from the primary vertex and can be rejected by a specific event
selection. The W± → τν → X dataset is taken for the W± → µν selection in Section 5.3.3.
As this dataset also incorporates W± → τν→ 3-pion decays, the cross-contamination of the
two W± selections can be studied.
In analogy to the previous background process, Z0 → ττ decays may also fake the topology
of W± → µν events. If one of the two tau leptons decays to a muon and the other tau lepton is
not reconstructed, the observed event topology can be signal-like. This background process
has a cross section of
σZ0→ττ→µ+2ν+X = σZ0→ττ→X ·
[
B(τ+ → µ+ νµ ν¯τ) · 2−B(τ+ → µ+ νµ ν¯τ)2] = 230.7 pb .
The inclusive Z0 → ττ → X dataset is used for the background estimate in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.3. Event Selection
The selection of the W± → µν decay is done in analogy to the selection of W± → τν events.
The online selections are identical, and the offline selection criteria are almost the same as in
Section 5.2.3. This approach reduces the impact of systematic effects in the determination of
lepton universality (see Section 5.4.2). The efficiency of the trigger is listed in Table 5.1 for
all processes. About half of the signal events is selected, whereas less than 1 % of the QCD
processes pass the trigger. The offline selection of W± → µν is discussed with the triggered
datasets. Each selection criterion is shown without any other requirement applied to the
datasets. The interrelations between pairs of criteria is discussed at the end of this Section.
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(b) EmissT topology.
Figure 5.27.: W± → µν selection: Missing transverse energy and EmissT topology for sig-
nal and background processes. All distributions are scaled to integral one. The purpose
of the lower part of the plots is described in the caption of Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.27 presents the missing transverse energy and the EmissT topology for signal and
background processes. For W± → µν events the Jacobian peak of the EmissT distribution
differs from the rest of the background processes. A threshold of EmissT > 30 GeV reduces
background events up to a factor of 4 while keeping over 70 % of the signal events. As
already shown in Figure 5.18, the EmissT topology of the signal process is much broader than
for QCD processes. If we require a EmissT topology of at least 30 %, QCD events are reduced
by nearly 2 orders of magnitude. The requirements on the missing transverse energy and
the EmissT topology are higher than for the selection in Section 5.2.3. The muon momentum is
fully reconstructed, and the spectrum of the missing transverse energy is much sharper than
in W± → τν events.
Each event has to contain at least one reconstructed muon in order to pass the W± → µν se-
lection. In Figure 5.28 the efficiency of this requirement is shown for signal and background
processes. In almost all W± → µν events the signal muon is identified and reconstructed.
The selection efficiencies of the background processes varies from approximately 90 % for
Z0 → µµ events to 10 % for QCD processes. The subsequent selection criteria are based
on events, which have passed this requirement. If an event contains more than one recon-
structed muon, the muon with the smallest acoplanarity w.r.t. the missing transverse energy
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Figure 5.28.: W± → µν selection: Amount of events with at least one reconstructed
muon for signal and background processes. The distribution is scaled to integral one.
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Figure 5.29.: W± → µν selection: Number of jets and leptons in the recoil region of the
selected muon for signal and background processes. All distributions are scaled to inte-
gral one. The recoil region has to be free of leptons and jets to fulfill these requirements.
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(b) Transverse W± momentum.
Figure 5.30.: W± → µν selection: Acoplanarity and transverse W± momentum for signal
and background processes. All distributions are scaled to integral one. The purpose of
the lower part of the plots is described in the caption of Figure 5.18.
is selected. The other muons are background in this event selection.
In an ideal W± → µν event there are no jets or leptons in the recoil region of the recon-
structed muon. This is visible in the two plots in Figure 5.29. As in Section 5.2.3, the recoil
region is defined as the sector in the transverse plane with an opening angle of 1 rad, which
is back-to-back to the transverse momentum of the muon. Only jets with a transverse energy
larger than 30 GeV are counted. Muons, Electrons, and kinematic tau leptons are included in
the number of recoil leptons. The rejection of jets in the recoil region leads to a reduction of
QCD processes by approximately 50 %. The same is true for the veto on recoil leptons. The
suppression of Z0 → ττ decays is similar to QCD processes. The possibility of either a jet or
a lepton in the opposing hemisphere is strong in these decays. In contrast, Z0 → µµ events
are barely suppressed. Due to the application of the trigger, the missing transverse energy
in these decays comes from the misreconstruction of one muon. There is only one muon left,
and in general the opposing hemisphere does not contain any other physics objects.
The next selection criterion is the acoplanarity of the W± boson. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.30(a), the signal distribution peaks at zero and has a steeply falling slope towards
large values. The background processes also peak at zero, but have broader acoplanarity
spectra. In case of the QCD processes and the Z0 → ττ decays, the acoplanarity of the
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Figure 5.31.: W± → µν selection: Transverse mass of the W± boson for signal and back-
ground processes. All distributions are scaled to integral one. The purpose of the lower
part of the plot is described in the caption of Figure 5.18.
W± boson has a second maximum at A(W) = 1. This effect is the same as in the selection
of W± → τν events. It is already described in Section 5.2.3. If we require an upper bound
on the acoplanarity of the W± boson, the signal-to-background ratio can be enhanced. In
analogy to the W± → τν selection, the numerical value is set toA(W) < 0.06. About 84 % of
the signal events pass this requirement. QCD processes are strongly suppressed. Only 15 %
of these events fulfill the acoplanarity criterion.
Figure 5.30(b) shows the transverse momentum of the W± boson for signal and background
processes. It is calculated by the vectorial sum of the transverse momentum of the muon and
the missing transverse energy of the event. For the W± → µν decay the reconstructed max-
imum is close to the generated peak, depicted in the left plot of Figure 5.4. The distribution
of Z0 → µµ events is similar to the signal. The peak position is at approximately 5 GeV/c.
The tail towards higher transverse momenta contains a larger amount of events w.r.t. the
signal. The QCD processes have a broad transverse-momentum spectrum with a maximum
at approximately 25 GeV/c. This is due to the randomness of the selected muon in combi-
nation with the applied EmissT trigger. The Z
0 → ττ decay has two maxima: one at 4 GeV/c
and a second one at approximately 35 GeV/c. The first maximum is caused by events where
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Figure 5.32.: Interrelations of the selection criteria for W± → µν events. The numerical
values are given in percent.
the transverse energy of the muon matches the missing transverse energy. The second peak
comes from the imbalance of the transverse energies of the muon and the neutrinos of both
tau-lepton decays. The requirement on this observable is set to pT(W) < 15 GeV/c. Almost
all signal events pass this selection criterion. In contrast, the QCD processes are suppressed
by more than a factor of 20.
The transverse mass of the W± boson is the final criterion of the W± → µν selection. The
reconstruction of this observable is done according to (5.9). Figure 5.31 compares the signal
with the background processes. The signal distribution is equal to the one shown in Fig-
ure 5.26(b). QCD processes and Z0 → ττ decays peak a zero. The slope towards heavier
transverse masses is steeply falling. The contamination of the signal peak by QCD pro-
cesses is much smaller than in the W± → τν selection. The inclusive W± → τν decays
are broadly distributed in 0 < MT(W) < 80 GeV/c2. The tail at heavier masses comes from
tau-lepton decays, which forward most of their energy to the muon instead to the neutri-
nos. The Z0 → µµ events form a peak, which is very similar to the signal distribution.
Due to the trigger selection and the comparable energy spectrum of the Z0 boson, these
events imitate the W± → µν decay in this observable. The requirement of a lower bound
of MT(W) > 70 GeV/c2 keeps about half of the signal decay. In contrast, the W± → τν, the
Z0 → ττ, and the QCD processes are suppressed to the percent level.
The dependence of the selection criteria on each other is studied with the criteria interrela-
tions. Figure 5.32 illustrates the criteria interrelations for the signal decay. Except for the
MT(W) criterion the interrelations are positive. The application of this requirement is justi-
fied w.r.t. the corresponding interrelations for the background processes shown in Figure C.2.
Except for the Z0 → µµ decay the interrelation of the MT(W) criterion shows an explicit in-
dependence of the other criteria. For the W± → τν, the Z0 → ττ, and the QCD processes,
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Table 5.3.: W± → µν selection: Efficiencies of the selection criteria for signal and back-
ground processes. The given efficiencies are stand-alone values. Rows (2) to (9) are
based on triggered events. Rows (5) to (9) require at least one kinematic tau lepton in
the event.
selection criterion selection efficiency in %
W→ µν W→ τν Z→ µµ Z→ ττ QCD
(1) combined trigger 52.7 36.4 14.9 18.2 0.7
(2) EmissT > 30 GeV 72.4 53.6 62.7 40.3 25.3
(3) T (EmissT ) > 0.3 57.8 39.8 41.7 43.5 1.3
(4) nmuons > 0 99.8 14.7 90.8 22.4 10.4
(5) nrecoil jets < 1 99.9 92.3 98.0 47.9 51.4
(6) nrecoil leptons < 1 97.1 80.5 90.8 61.6 48.4
(7) A(W) < 0.06 84.3 27.8 53.0 17.1 15.1
(8) pT(W) < 15 GeV/c 97.0 30.0 67.3 18.0 4.6
(9) MT(W) > 70 GeV/c2 49.1 3.4 37.7 1.9 0.9
cumulated efficiency in % 15.1 3.6 · 10−2 1.6 2.0 · 10−2 ∼ 9.5 · 10−6
cross section in pb 1150.7 2.9 11.7 14.5 · 10−2 ∼ 0.3
the majority of the criteria interrelations is negative. The W± → µν selection allows for a
strong rejection of these events.
In Table 5.3 the stand-alone efficiencies of the selection criteria are summarized for signal
and background processes. The cumulated efficiency and the corresponding cross section
is given for each physics process. In total, 15 % of the signal events pass the selection. The
suppression of the background processes differs strongly. The QCD processes are rejected
by over 7 orders of magnitude, whereas the Z0 → µµ events are only suppressed to the
percent level. If one compares the resulting cross sections of the physics processes, the lead-
ing background contribution comes from the Z0 → µµ decay. The rest of the background
processes follows in descending order of the W± → τν decays, the QCD processes, and the
Z0 → ττ decays.
Figure 5.33 visualizes the stand-alone and cumulated efficiencies for signal and background
processes. The development of the signal-to-background ratio, the signal efficiency, and
the selection purity are shown in the lower plot of Figure 5.33(b). The W± → µν selection
enhances the initial signal-to-background ratio of O(10−4) to S/B ≈ 76. This results in a
selection purity of Pµ = 98.7 %. As in Section 5.2.3, the limited size of the QCD dataset leads
to a large statistical uncertainty on the corresponding cross section. Only four events survive
the W± → µν selection. In contrast to the W± → τν selection, the large uncertainty is less of
a problem as the selected cross section of the signal process is 4 orders of magnitude larger
than the cross section of the QCD processes. Data-driven methods will allow for a more
precise determination of the QCD background.
With respect to the following study of lepton universality, the selection efficiency of the
W± → τν → 3-pion decay needs to be studied. It is determined with the signal dataset of
the W± → τν selection and results in e = 4.0× 10−5. The reduced cross section is equivalent
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(a) Stand-alone efficiencies.
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(b) Cumulated efficiencies.
Figure 5.33.: Stand-alone and cumulated efficiencies of the W± → µν selection.
to 0.03 pb. It is 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the cross section of the W± → µν decay.
For the discussion in Section 5.4, it is save to assume no cross contamination of the signal
processes in the W± → µν and the W± → τν selections.
5.4. Test for Lepton Universality
In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 the selection of W+ → τ+ντ and W+ → µ+νµ decays is presented.
To test lepton universality with these events, we need to calculate the ratio of the weak
couplings gτ and gµ. According to (1.8) the weak-coupling ratioRτµ is given by
Rτµ :=
gτ
gµ
=
√
B(W+ → τ+ντ)
B(W+ → µ+νµ) . (5.10)
The branching ratios of the W+ → l+νl decays are related to the total number of events
N
(
W+ → l+νl
)
at an integrated luminosity L =
∫ Ldt by
B(W+ → l+νl) = N(W+ → l+νl)σW+ · L , (5.11)
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with σW+ being the cross section of the W
+ production at the LHC. Inserting (5.11) in (5.10)
gives
Rτµ 2 :=
(
gτ
gµ
)2
=
N
(
W+ → τ+ντ
)
N
(
W+ → µ+νµ
) . (5.12)
This formula depends neither on the W+ cross section nor on the integrated luminosity L.
These two quantities would be major sources of systematic uncertainties. According to the
discussions in Appendix A, the uncertainty on the W± cross section is about 5 %. The mea-
surement of the CMS luminosity has a systematic uncertainty of 11 % [86].
The total number of events N
(
W+ → l+νl
)
in (5.12) is linked to the number of selected
events Nsell by
N
(
W+ → l+νl
)
=
Nsell − Bsell
el
. (5.13)
Bsell represents the number of selected background events from any of the background pro-
cesses. The signal efficiency el is defined as the number of selected signal events Ssell di-
vided by the generated number of signal events Sgenl . The number of selected events is
Nsell = S
sel
l + B
sel
l . The relation in (5.13) can be also written as
N
(
W+ → l+νl
)
=
Nsell · Pl
el
, (5.14)
with the selection purity defined as Pl = Ssell /Nsell . Inserting (5.14) in (5.12) gives
Rτµ 2 =
Nselτ · Pτ · eµ
Nselµ · Pµ · eτ · B(τ → 3pi± + ντ)
. (5.15)
The branching ratio of the τ → 3pi± + ντ decay appears in this formula, because the selec-
tion of W+ → τ+ντ events in Section 5.2 exclusively considers the 3-pion-decay mode as
signal. In (5.15) the number of selected events Nselτ and Nselµ will come from real proton-
proton collisions. The selection efficiencies eτ and eµ, as well as the purities Pτ and Pµ need
to be determined from simulated events and checked with data. The numerical value of
B(τ → 3pi± + ντ) is taken from [3].
5.4.1. Statistical Uncertainties
The statistical uncertainties in the calculation of Rτµ come from the selected events Nselτ
and Nselµ . The selection efficiencies el and the purities Pl are also tainted with statistical
uncertainties due to the limited size of the datasets in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. This effect is
especially strong for the QCD processes. In this case the selection efficiency needs to be de-
termined by data-driven techniques, which significantly reduce the statistical uncertainties.
The precision is then limited by systematic effects. Therefore, statistical uncertainties due to
the finite size of the datasets are neglected.
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The linearized propagation of uncertainties for an arbitrary function f (a1, ..., aN) is calcu-
lated by
σ2( f ) =
N
∑
i,j=1
(
∂ f
∂ai
)(
∂ f
∂aj
)
ρ(ai, aj) σ(ai) σ
(
aj
)
. (5.16)
The uncertainty on each variable is given by σ(ai). The correlation coefficients ρ(ai, aj) are
defined in the range of −1 ≤ ρ(ai, aj) ≤ 1. They are a measure of the probabilistic indepen-
dence of two variables. The relative uncertainty is defined as σrel( f ) = σ( f ) / f .
We start with the calculation of the relative statistical uncertainty on Rτµ. The square root of
the function in (5.15) is calculated according to (5.16):
σrelstat
(
Rτµ
)
=
1
2
[
σrelstat
2
(
Nselτ
)
+ σrelstat
2
(
Nselµ
)] 1
2
=
1
2
[
1
Nselτ
+
1
Nselµ
] 1
2
. (5.17)
The statistical uncertainties on the counting rates are given by σstat(Nselτ ) =
√
Nselτ and
σstat(Nselµ ) =
√
Nselµ . Both variables are treated as uncorrelated observables. The correla-
tion term vanishes in this case.
5.4.2. Systematic Uncertainties
There are many effects, which lead to systematic uncertainties in the measurement of Rτµ.
In (5.15) the selection efficiencies (eτ and eµ) and purities (Pτ and Pµ) are expected to have
systematic uncertainties. The uncertainty on the branching ratio of the τ → 3pi± + ντ decay
is also considered as a systematic effect. It is calculated with a constrained fit to the branching
fractions of the tau lepton by the Particle Data Group in [3]. The relative uncertainty is
σrelsys
(B(τ → 3pi± + ντ)) = 6.67× 10−3 .
The determination of the systematic uncertainties on the selection efficiencies and purities
is not covered in this thesis. Instead, the phenomenology of the major sources of systematic
uncertainties is presented. As both W± selections are based on a similar set of observables,
cancelations between the systematic uncertainties on the efficiencies (purities) are expected
to some extent.
The uncertainties on the parton distribution functions lead to uncertainties on the cross sec-
tions of the involved physics processes at the percent level (see Appendix A). The purities of
the W± selections are modified if the cross sections of the involved physics processes scale
differently, but not the efficiencies. The selections in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 are built on a com-
parable set of observables. Systematic effects on the purities are expected to show a positive
correlation among both W± selections. This leads to a partial cancelation of the cross-section
uncertainties in the calculation ofRτµ.
The reconstructed energy of a particle jet might deviate systematically from the energy of the
initial parton. This energy mismatch is caused by the non-uniform and non-linear response
of the calorimeters, mismatch of particles, unmeasured particles, and others. In addition,
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electronics noise and pile-up of proton-proton collisions contribute to this effect. The jet
energy is calibrated by an analytical function. The resolution of the jet energy scale (JES) is
limited by systematic uncertainties. Several methods have been developed to measure the
JES with different physics processes. This includes for example Z0 + jet events and top-quark
decays [87, 88]. Recent studies on collision data estimate the systematic uncertainty of the
jet-energy resolution at 10 % [89]. The JES has a direct impact on the measurement of the
missing transverse energy. The EmissT performance has been measured with real data [90, 91].
For the particle-flow algorithm the systematic uncertainty on the missing transverse energy
is approximately 5− 10 %, depending on the cumulated transverse energy in the event.
A systematic shift of the missing transverse energy modifies the trigger efficiencies in Sec-
tions 5.2 and 5.3. The selection efficiencies of signal and background processes are altered.
This leads to systematic uncertainties on the selection efficiencies el and purities Pl . In
analogy to the impact of the PDF uncertainties, correlation coefficients ρ(eτ, eµ) > 0 and
ρ(Pτ,Pµ) > 0 are expected. They reduce the systematic effects of the missing transverse
energy in the determination ofRτµ to some extent.
The lepton identification is another cause of systematic effects. Due to the complex signature
of tau-lepton decays w.r.t. to muons, the systematic uncertainty on the identification of tau
leptons is expected to be larger than for muons. In addition, the efficiencies are likely to
depend on the energy of the lepton. This has a direct and uncorrelated influence on the
signal efficiencies el and purities Pl of both W± selections. Pτ and Pµ are determined by a
similar collection of background processes. As only their ratio enters in the calculation ofRτµ,
the systematic uncertainties on the lepton identification may cancel to some degree.
In analogy to the treatment of statistical uncertainties, the propagation of systematic errors
is determined by (5.16) [92]. The relative systematic uncertainty onRτµ is calculated to
σrelsys
(
Rτµ
)
=
1
2
[
σrelsys
2(B(τ → 3pi± + ντ)) (5.18)
+σrelsys
2
(eτ) + σ
rel
sys
2(
eµ
)
+ σrelsys
2
(Pτ) + σrelsys
2(Pµ)
−2 σrelsys(eτ) σrelsys
(
eµ
)
ρ(eτ, eµ)− 2 σrelsys(Pτ) σrelsys
(Pµ) ρ(Pτ,Pµ)] 12 .
The first two rows of the formula correspond to the systematic uncertainties of the branching
ratio of the τ → 3pi± + ντ decay, the selection efficiencies, and the purities. The third part
of (5.18) gives the dominant correlation terms. Cross correlations between selection efficien-
cies and purities are neglected. They are expected to be small w.r.t. ρ(eτ, eµ) and ρ(Pτ,Pµ).
5.4.3. Sensitivity of CMS to Lepton Universality
Figure 5.34 shows the flowchart of the analysis on lepton universality. The workflow consists
of two main paths. On the one hand, the proton-proton collisions are selected by the online
trigger. Afterwards, the events are reconstructed, and the kinematic fit of tau leptons is
applied. On the other hand, generated events are first processed by the detector simulation.
Afterwards, the same three steps, as for proton-proton collisions, are deployed. Recorded
events and simulated events are selected by the two W± selections. The signal efficiencies el
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Figure 5.34.: Analysis workflow of the test for lepton universality.
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Figure 5.35.: Sensitivity of CMS to lepton universality in W± decays as a function of
the integrated luminosity. The solid line shows the total relative uncertainty on Rτµ.
The dotted line relates to the corresponding systematic uncertainty. The experimental
sensitivity of the LEP experiments is illustrated by the dashed line.
and the selection purities Pl are calculated with the simulated events. The recorded events,
which pass the W± → τν or W± → µν selection, are used as input for the determination of
the sensitivity of CMS to lepton universality. It is important to note that both W± selections
run on the same dataset.
To estimate the sensitivity of CMS to lepton universality, the total uncertainty onRτµ needs to
be determined. In Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 the sources of statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties on Rτµ were discussed. Systematic and statistical uncertainties are added in quadrature,
if they are not correlated [93]. The total relative uncertainty onRτµ follows as
σrel
(
Rτµ
)
=
[
σrelstat
2
(
Rτµ
)
+ σrelsys
2
(
Rτµ
)] 1
2
. (5.19)
For the determination of the relative statistical uncertainty onRτµ in (5.17), the total number
of selected events is expressed in terms of the cumulated cross section of the selected physics
processes σˆselτ = 31.4 pb and σˆselµ = 1165.7 pb. The numerical values are obtained by the
summation of the last row in Table 5.2 (Table 5.3). The integrated luminosity L is related to
the event rate N by N = L · σ. With the help of this formula (5.17) transforms to
σrelstat
(
Rτµ
)
=
1
2
[
1
σˆselτ
+
1
σˆselµ
] 1
2
L−
1
2 ≈ 0.09 pb− 12 · L− 12 . (5.20)
In comparison to the W± → µν selection, the event rate of the W± → τν selection is much
smaller and dominates the statistical uncertainty onRτµ.
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In a conservative scenario the correlation coefficients in (5.18) are all set to zero. If one esti-
mates the relative systematic uncertainty of the selection efficiencies and purities at 1 % each,
the resulting relative systematic uncertainty onRτµ is
σrelsys
(
Rτµ
)
=
1
2
[
σrelsys
2(B(τ → 3pi± + ντ))+ 4 · 10−4] 12 ≈ 1.05 % . (5.21)
Inserting (5.20) and (5.21) in (5.19) gives the total uncertainty on Rτµ. For this scenario Fig-
ure 5.35 shows the sensitivity of CMS to lepton universality in W± decays as a function of
the integrated luminosity. The total uncertainty and the systematic uncertainty on Rτµ are
compared to the current experimental uncertainty, derived from (1.9). The relative sensitiv-
ity of the LEP experiments is σLEPrel (Rτµ) = 1.14 %. For an integrated luminosity L > 0.5 fb−1,
CMS is more sensitive to the measurement ofRτµ than the LEP experiments.
The result of the LEP experiments sets a tight bound on the systematic uncertainty. The de-
termination of the selection efficiencies and purities at the level of 1 % and below is challeng-
ing and needs to be done with great care. Correlations between eτ and eµ, and between Pτ
and Pµ may reduce the total systematic uncertainty onRτµ. Due to the similar configuration
of the selection criteria in the two W± selections, the corresponding correlation coefficients
are expected to be larger than zero. This leads to a partial cancelation of systematic effects
and further enhances the sensitivity of CMS to lepton universality.

6. Summary and Outlook
The precise identification and reconstruction of tau leptons is important for many physics
analyses at the LHC. The excellent track reconstruction of the CMS experiment allows for a
kinematic reconstruction of tau leptons. A complete reconstruction of 3-prong tau decays has
been developed on the basis of a kinematic vertex fit. The robustness of the method as well
as the achievable resolution are tested on several tau-production processes. Quality criteria
are introduced, which improve the suppression of fake tau leptons from quark and gluon
jets. A set of loose requirements, which covers a broad range of physics applications, has
been defined. For 3-prong tau decays the efficiency depends slightly on the tau-production
mechanism. For W±-boson decays almost half of the reconstructed tau leptons passes the
quality criteria. In contrast, QCD processes are reduced by nearly 2 orders of magnitude.
The workflow of the kinematic tau fit is designed to be extendable. Additional tau-decay
modes can be added easily. The method is implemented as a stand-alone module in the CMS
software framework. It seamlessly integrates in the reconstruction framework of particle-
flow tau leptons and can be flexibly used in various physics analyses.
Leptonic W±-boson decays are studied. The event topology is mostly independent of the
lepton flavor. The developed analysis focusses on W± → τν and W± → µν decays. In case
of the W± → τν decays, the tau lepton is expected to decay into three charged pions and
a tau neutrino. This allows for an efficient tau-lepton reconstruction with the help of the
kinematic fit. All other tau-decay modes are considered as background in this analysis. The
reconstruction of the transverse W± mass is discussed for both W± decays.
The W±-boson decays might be imitated by various physics processes. The main back-
ground contributions come from QCD processes and other vector-boson decays. A com-
parable set of background processes is introduced for both W± decays. The initial signal-
to-background ratio for the W± → µν decay is O(10−3). Due to the restriction of the
W± → τν decays to the 3-pion tau decay, the initial signal-to-background ratio is 1 order
of magnitude smaller than for the W± → µν decay.
A new trigger approach for leptonic W± decays is proposed. It is based on the results of
the particle-flow algorithm and selects events above certain thresholds on the missing trans-
verse energy and the EmissT topology. More than 50 % of the signal processes are triggered,
whereas the QCD processes are suppressed by more than 2 orders of magnitude. The offline
selections of the W± → µν and W± → τν decays are achieved by different requirements on
characteristic event properties. Each selection criterion is studied for signal and background
processes. The dependence of the criteria on each other is shown by interrelation matrices.
The cumulated signal efficiency for the W± → τν decay is approximately 3 % at a signal-to-
background ratio of 3.7. The main source of background are W± → τν decays with non-3-
pion tau decays. About 15 % of the W± → µν events are selected. The signal-to-background
ratio is 76. In this selection Z0 → µµ decays compose the major signal contamination.
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The test of lepton universality uses the results of both W± selections as input. Statistical and
systematic effects, which have an impact on the determination of the coupling ratio gτ/gµ,
are discussed. The sensitivity on Rτµ is limited by the systematic uncertainty. A scenario,
which assumes a systematic uncertainty of 1% on each of the signal efficiencies and selection
purities, is presented. For integrated luminosities greater than 0.5 fb−1, CMS will be more
sensitive than previous experiments. The next proton-proton run of the LHC, beginning in
spring 2011, is expected to deliver an integrated luminosity of at least 1 fb−1. Under these
circumstances CMS might be able to enhance the measurement ofRτµ with the data recorded
during the next two years. The following topics are beyond the scope of this thesis and are
given as an outlook of potential future developments.
The developed analysis needs to be applied to real events. Especially the background es-
timation of the QCD processes is limited by the finite size and accuracy of the simulated
datasets. There are several data-driven techniques, which help to solve this problem [94–96].
Due to the steadily increasing instantaneous luminosity of the LHC, the pile-up of proton-
proton collisions needs to be taken into account in the selection of W±-boson decays. The
performance of the kinematic tau fit needs be verified on real data. The correlations between
efficiencies and/or purities of the W± → τν and the W± → µν selection will reduce the
overall systematic uncertainties.
The analysis in this thesis is based on a new trigger approach. The implementation of the
proposed online selection in the HLT is an essential requirement for the analysis of lepton
universality in W± decays. Otherwise, a lepton-independent trigger may be feasible only
for W+jets events. In this case the jets are used to select the events. These processes have a
smaller cross section and a larger QCD background than the W±-boson production without
any associated jets. In addition, the spectrum of the transverse W± momentum is differ-
ent [97]. The W± selections need to be modified considerably to cope with W+jets events.
The determination of lepton universality in W± decays with an uncertainty of approxi-
mately 1 % allows to verify whether the previously measured 2.7 σ deviation from the SM
expectation is a fluctuation or a hint for new physics.
A. Event Rates and Datasets
The discussions in Chapter 5 rely on the knowledge of the expected cross sections σ for
the physics processes of interest. The branching ratios, involved in the following calcula-
tions, are taken from the Particle Data Group [3]. The cross sections of the basic production
mechanisms are calculated with PYTHIA 6.4 at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The parton
distribution functions (PDF) derive from the CTEQ6L1 set (LO with LO αs) [98].
Table A.1 lists the datasets at hand. The events can be classified by their underlying physics
process. There are two main categories available. The first one is the production of a W±
or a Z0 boson by the hard-scattering process. These events are generated as such that the
production of the specific vector boson is switched on exclusively. The second category
is the inclusive production of proton-proton interactions. There are no physics processes
explicitly switched on or off. As a result, these datasets may contain events from the first
category. The cross section σ, the number of generated events, and the equivalent integrated
luminosity L are given for each dataset.
To calculate the cross section of a specific dataset, we need to know the cross section of the
basic physics process as well as the branching ratios of the involved particle decays. The
cross sections of the W± and the Z0 bosons are calculated to
σW± = 72.13± 3.60 nb and σZ0 = 21.61± 1.08 nb .
According to [98] the impact of the PDF uncertainties on these cross sections is estimated
to ±5 %. At LHC design luminosity this results in an expected production rate of up to
2.2× 1010 W± events per year and up to 6.5× 109 Z0 events per year, respectively.
The relevant branching ratios of the vector bosons are given in Table A.2. With the help of
Table A.1.: Overview of the available event datasets. The dataset name corresponds to
the base entry in the Dataset Bookkeeping Service (DBS). The official datasets are all
produced by the Summer10 production run. Privately produced datasets do not have
official names.
event type dataset name σ in pb events L in pb−1
W± → µν none 7624.0 376175 49.2
W± → τν→ X Wtaunu 8114.5 2185655 269.3
W± → τν→ 3-pion none 730.3 100000 136.9
Z0 → µµ Zmumu 727.4 2491648 3425.4
Z0 → ττ → X none 727.6 100000 137.4
QCDEM ( pˆ30−80 GeV/cT ) QCD_EMEnriched_Pt30to80 3498700.0 42386264 12.1
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Table A.2.: Selected branching ratios of vector bosons. Data are taken from [3].
decay branching ratio
W± → µν (10.57± 0.15)× 10−2
W± → τν (11.25± 0.20)× 10−2
Z0 → µµ (3.366± 0.007)× 10−2
Z0 → ττ (3.367± 0.008)× 10−2
this information the cross section σW±→µν is defined as
σW±→µν = σW± · B
(
W± → µν) = 7.6240± 0.3956 nb .
Analogously, the inclusive cross section σW±→τν→X follows as
σW±→τν→X = σW± · B
(
W± → τν) = 8.1145± 0.4299 nb .
As in Section 4.1.1.1, the branching ratio of the tau-lepton decay into three charged pions
and one neutrino is B(τ → 3pi± + ντ) = (9.00± 0.06)× 10−2
(
excl. K0,ω
)
. The cross section
σW±→τν→3-pion is calculated as
σW±→τν→3-pion = σW± · B
(
W± → τν) · B(τ → 3pi± + ντ) = 0.7303± 0.0390 nb .
In case of the Z0 boson, the inclusive cross section σZ0→ττ→X is obtained by
σZ0→ττ→X = σZ0 · B
(
Z0 → ττ) = 0.7276± 0.0364 nb .
Due to lepton universality the cross section of the Z0 → µµ channel is nearly identical to the
previous one:
σZ0→µµ = σZ0 · B
(
Z0 → µµ) = 0.7274± 0.0364 nb .
For the QCD dataset 2→ 2 processes are taken with 30 GeV/c < pˆT < 80 GeV/c. This
dataset already implicates a filter mechanism. The events are enriched by electrons, pho-
tons, charged pions, and charged kaons, which are above a transverse-energy threshold
of ET > 20 GeV. The reason for the application of this filter is the huge unfiltered cross
section σ30−80 GeV/cQCD = 0.0593 mb and the need for events, which potentially survive dedi-
cated muon and tau-lepton selections. The efficiency of this artificial enrichment of electro-
magnetic activity in the events is eEM = 5.9× 10−2. As for the vector bosons, we assume a
cross-section uncertainty of ±5 %. The cross section σ30−80 GeV/cQCD, EM follows as
σ30−80 GeV/cQCD, EM = σ
30−80 GeV/c
QCD · eEM = 3498.7± 174.9 nb .
The Higgs datasets, used for the discussions in Chapter 4, are not discussed here as their
contribution to the selection of leptonic W± decays (see Chapter 5) is negligible.
B. Kinematic Fit Appendix
B.1. Helix Propagation
In an assumed solenoid magnetic field B along the z-direction, the tracks of charged particles
are bend by the Lorentz force:
dpT
dt
= qvTB = m
v2T
R
⇒ R = pT/a .
R is the radius of the curvature. The index T refers to the transverse component w.r.t. the
orientation of the magnetic field. The factor a depends on the electric charge of the particle q
and the strength of the field. Using the CMS convention, which defines distances in cm
and momenta in GeV/c, one obtains a ≈ −3 · 10−3qB GeVcm·c . The equation of motion can be
derived from Figure B.1. A charged particle with momentum ~p0 = (px0, py0, pz0) defined at
(x0, y0, z0) propagates through the field along the pathlength s = Rδ towards (x, y, z). The
momentum is bend by the angle δ not affecting the magnitude of the momentum vector
p = p0 = |~p0|. A projection into the bend plane defines the transverse angle δT = δ pTp =
δ ap R = ρs, where ρ = a/p is the signed transverse curvature. Rotating the initial values of
spatial and momentum components around this angle δT yields the final equations:
px = px0 cos ρs− py0 sin ρs x = x0 + px0a sin ρs−
py0
a
(1− cos ρs)
py = px0 sin ρs + py0 cos ρs y = y0 +
px0
a
(1− cos ρs) + py0
a
sin ρs (B.1)
pz = pz0 z = z0 +
pz0
p
s .
Combining these equations and eliminating terms containing the angle δT defines the mo-
mentum transformation depending on the position:
~p =
 pxpy
pz
 =
 px0 − a(y− y0)py0 + a(x− x0)
pz0
 . (B.2)
B.2. Vertex Link Significance
The significance of the three-dimensional link between two arbitrary vertices ~va and ~vb is a
measure of the vertex separation with regard to their positional uncertainties. The inaccura-
cies are represented by two 3×3-covariance matrices Va and Vb. The vertex link~vab is simply
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Figure B.1.: Propagation of a charged particle in a solenoid magnetic field along the z-
direction.
defined as
~vab = ~vb −~va .
First of all, the similarity λ2 of the vertex link ~vab and the combination of the two covariance
matrices is calculated:
λ2 = ~vTab
(
Va +Vb
)
~vab .
As the vertex link ~vab is not normalized, we have to compensate for this by constructing
σabs =
λ
|~vab| .
The resulting variable σabs can be identified as the combined uncertainty of both vertices
in the direction of the vertex link. The unit of σabs corresponds to a physical length and is
always positive. The vertex link significance σ is a dimensionless scalar and can be derived
by relating the absolute uncertainty with the magnitude of the vertex link:
σ =
|~vab|
σabs
.
The quantitive value of σ is equal to the number of standard deviations, which separate both
vertices. Therefore, a vertex significance equal to zero corresponds to two vertices, which lie
on top of each other. Accordingly, large values of σ characterize well separated vertices.
C. Selection of W Bosons
C.1. Interrelations of the Selection Criteria for W→ τν Decays
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(b) W± → τν→ non-3-pion.
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(c) W± → µν.
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(d) Z0 → ττ → X.
Figure C.1.: W± → τν selection: Interrelations of the selection criteria for the different
background processes. The corresponding matrix for the signal decay is illustrated in
Figure 5.24. The numerical values in the matrices are given in percent.
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C.2. Interrelations of the Selection Criteria for W→ µν Decays
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(b) W± → τν→ X.
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(c) Z0 → µµ.
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(d) Z0 → ττ → X.
Figure C.2.: W± → µν selection: Interrelations of the selection criteria for the different
background processes. The corresponding matrix for the signal decay is illustrated in
Figure 5.32. The numerical values in the matrices are given in percent.
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